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TUCUHCARl, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY.

i. No. i.

to stand pat on thu tariff question", he says,
there is little likelyhood of any trouble in
the next congress. He looks for a banner

INSTALLING AN
"AIR. LIFT PVMP"

year ahead for sheepmen, and believes the
wool market will hold strong, with a possible advance over this years prices.
"Wherever you see sheep, you find a
prosperous country", he says.

The Tucumcari Wool Scouring
Company Trying to Overcome Sand Inflow.

OCT.

28,

Subscription $1.50 a year.

1905.

SCHOOL CENSUS
OF NEW MEXICO
Shows a Scholastic Population, of
71,428 Children Between 5
and 21 Years of Age.

Farming Without Irrigation.

ROCK ISLAND MAY USE IT
The Tucumrari Wool Scouring Com
pany, at their wool scouring plant, have
just installed an "air lift" pumping outfit.
While there is an abundant supply of
water underlying the Tumimcnri district,
and water of a most excellent
many of the wells find ureal difficulty from
y
The wool
the inflow of fine sand.
have apparently solved the problem,
and are successfully raising w a t e r from
their well without any trouble from the
sand feature.
The apparatus consists of an air c o m
pressor, furnishing air at a prussue of about
go pninds, which is carried to the bottom
and escapes
the
of the well .casin
extreme bottom through a number of small
openings which point upward.
The press
ure, and volume, of the supply of compress
ed air carries the water and sand upward,
until it c s c a p e s at the top of the well.
This does away with all cylinders, plungers
valve leathers, or other elements of an ordinary pump, which are constantly wearing out, and causing infinite trouble a n d
Within a very few minutes
annoyance.
after starting the compressor, the w a t o r
Hows from the well, and keeps it up until
the air pressure is shut off.
With this successful outcome of the wool
company's experimenting, doubtless t h e
town company of Tucumcari will soon have
its water works operating under the same
method, and the Kock Island Company
have been taking a great deal of interest in
this matter, with the view of putting t h e
same system, if successful, on their large
well here.
The plant is furnished to the wool company by the pneumatic lingineoring Company, of New York.
li. J. Muling, of Trinidad, president of
the wool company, was here several days,
and had personal supervision of the installation of the "air lift" plant, lie staled to
the editor pf the Nuws that while
business had been v e r y satisfactory this
season, that the pump and other improvements were being made to meet an expected increase of business next year. "This
is the greatest sheep country, in point of
opportunity, that I know of", Mr. Hilling
said. "TJ.vis section of New Mexico wil
support twu.e the number of sheep it now
has grazing on its open ranges, and more
sheep are badly needed. A sheep country
is always a prosperous one, and anywhere
you see them.yo'i see a good country." Mr.
Hilling is largely interested in the sheep
raising business himself, in Colorado, and
intends to feed about ten thousand head
for market this winter.
The wool scouring plant works about jo
men and will run this sesson, six months.
The capacity of the plant will be increased
Mr
next year to 34 to 4 million pounds.
Muling. keeps in close touch with the wool
market,. and having been in the business
fQr twenty years,, should know how to draw
cprrecf'conciusioiis.as to the possible Huct- As the President
.unticdis ottlYo'iharJco't,
and incle Joe' Cannon .yili botfr be likely

quality,
cani-pan-

near

their

I

The Las Vegas Optic, in a recent editorial on farming without irrigation around
Las Vegas, said:
"In many parts of the west, not having
as large a rainfall as Las Vegas, the Camp
bell method of intensive cultivation and
dust covering has been applied with notable
results. For instance Clark M. Moore,
of this city, has a farm up in the north
eastern corner of Kansas, not two hundred
miles from I envor. The rainfall there is
less than here. The character of the soil
is no better.
Last year three crops of
alfalfa were raised without irrigation and
he cleared $25 an acre on his wheat crops
"The Campbell method is simple and
inexpensive.
It can be easily applied to
the fallow lands about Las Veg.-fc- .
The
Optic intends to keep up the agitation and
to publish information
concerning this
method, until some of our people have
tested and proven it hereabouts.
"Tiler's
millions in it.' "

EIGHT HVNDR.ED

TEACHERS

The territorial superintendent of public
instiuction, Prof. Hiram Hadley, has compiled the school census of the
from the reporls m a d e by the various
county superintendents, excepting Roosevelt county, whose superintendent had not
made his report. There are in the terri
tory 7i,.aS children of school age, between
live and twenty-one- ;
enrollment ;g,..2;
average daily attendance, a., 561; schools,
6S5; teachers, S17; receipts, $517,107.07;
expenditures, $356, .107. jo; apportionment
from the territory, $18,050.
The New
Mexican, figuring on a basis of three and
one half people to one child gives the territory a population of 2.0,or,3.

territory

10 lb, the largest specimen of this sort of
fruit we have seen, h came from the farm
of J. W. S'nith, 11 miles out.
Arkansas,
where we use ;o take them from off the
with block and tackle to keen
from wrecking the farm houre by an acci
dental roll, wasn't in it with this sort of
pumpkins. It measures 57
inches around
the girth and So inches
Then
there is cotton, thirty bolls to the stalk
off sodded land; from C. II. Young's farm;
a 5SIU causha; a .SII sweet pumpkin, an
s

We judge from the

foregoing that the
Campbell method, consists chiefly in the
frequent stirring of the soil and deep plowing, which applies not only in fallow lands
but in all sorts of soil. Careful cultivation

end-way- s.

to successlul tanning anyif
applied in all northern New
and
where,
necessarily
bring results that 81l beet, a 10 oz. onion -- seed planting;
Mexico must
will surprise those who have begun farm- cabbage, carrots, turnips, cucumbers;
an
ing and homemaking on what has hereto
excellent specimen of broom corn, and
fore been termed arid lands.
other farm and garden products galore,
If we had been told in a hotel lobby by
Alfalfa, we are told, grows to perfection
ah enthusiast that crops have been in Quay without irrigation. The Hell ranch cutting
County to the extent we have seen since three or four good crops a season, before
coming to Tucumcari we would necessarily their farm destroyed by the Hoods of
have received the story with a measure of last year. Then as to fruit, Monroe Smith
doubt; seeing is knowing, and we have had right here in the suburbs of Tucumcari,
our eyes opened to possibilities of agricul has as fine orchard as can be found in all
ture hat we did not know existed in the New Mexico.
bounds of the territory of New Mexico.
All of the exhibit are fine specimens of
The country around Tucumcari is dotted the various products represented
and in
over with homesteaders who are opening many instances sodding in was the only
farms and building comfortable houses.
cultivation given. The soil, however, works
is necessary

JOSHUA RAYNOLDS HONORED.
the recent meeting of the national
bankers association at Washington, D. C,
Joshua S. Raynolds, president of the First
National Hanks of Albuquerque and El
Paso, was elected vice president of the
association for New Mezico.
At

OUTLOOK

IS

ENCOURAGING.

The general situation is exceedingly satisfactory, says Henry Clews, A bumper
corn crop, the second largest wheat crop,
and a good cotton crop is a combination of
good fortune that is irresistible.
Already
there is a spendid foreign demand for
these products and our foreign trade is
now running upon another record breading scale.
Some idea of the improvement in domes
tic trade is obtained from the record of
bank clearings, which in the nine months
ending September 30 amounted to $103- 600,00,000, an increase of nearly 37 per
cent over last year. This is a most phe
nomenal exhibit, and is more due to the
actual growth of business than to higher
prices and speculation.
Railroad earnings also continue to give
indisputable evidences of national indus
trial activity by showing larger gross re
turns. Traffic is already beyond capacity,
and some of the roads could employ almost
double the number of cars. Th? record
of mercantile failures is also assuring, the
total for the same nine months being only
$76,000,000, against $111,000,000 for the
same time last year.

Justice Ca.n Refuse Jury Tria.1.

J. U. Frickley, of Roswell, had been ar
rested for the violation of a city ordinance
for selling real estate without a license, and
when he was taken before Justice of the
Peace Hailey he demanded that his trial
be by jury. The justice refused the demand of the defendant, out of which refusal came the territory of New Mexico,
ex rel, J. 13. Frickley, vs. J. H. Bailey,
justice of the peace. This case was taken
before Judge W. H. Pope of the Fifth
judicial district court of Chaves county,
who decided that a justice of the peace
could not be forced to grant a trial by jury
in minor city offenses. This is of importance, as it can be used by attorneys and
city officials, in time to come, says the
perfectly, dees not bake or crust over from Carlsbad Argus.
the effects of alternate rain and sun and
Charles DeYaupert and family arrived
holds moisture well.
here last Saturday from Alabama and
So it is conclusive in our judgment, that have taken a homestead east of town Mr.
by careful cultivation, this is going to be DeYaupert chartered a car and brought
the foremost agricultural section of the his stock and household effects with him,
and is prepared to build a home right
Southwest.
away. We need more people of that sort
There is a great area of grasslands, also and should give them every encouragewhich are not suitable to put to crops, but ment possible.
that will always pasture largo flocks of
Rome Oonahoo believes in conducting
sheep and herds of cattle. The cotnbina
his business to suit "Rome" .and when a
tion of stock and farm is a good one, and
half dozen belligcrant hobos insisted on
g
may be car
what is termed
enveloping the Rock Island restaurant in
rieil on here with assurance of success.
fumes of vulgarity, a few nights agp;he
trained his Howitzer on the gang hhd
sun
a
mamoth
Randall
added
.Mrs.
has
flower to the exh'jbit.' It" vouId make a,Kan awakened a lively interest in. their
.
.
.
.... . ,
to
as .they hiked themselves down: the
sas fanner think back a. voav or

Postmaster A. R. Carter is a very enthusiastic advertiser of the country's agriHe has gone to concultural resources.
siderable trouble to collect an exhibit and
arrange an excellent display in the lobby at
the postollice, In the exhibit we notice
fine specimens of Indian corn, Kaffir corn,
Milo Maize, Johnston grass, alfalfa, oats,
millet, wheat, barley, sorghum, sugar cane,
broom corn, cotton, stock peas, peanuts,
sweet patatoes, pumpkins, squashes, toma
toes, cabbage, all sorts of fruits and melons;
the cantelope, equal to the famous" Kpcky
We
Ford melon, are here in abundance.
notice among the exhibit, sugar cane r7 in
high, brought in by Janves Harvoy,
miles out oMown: a 74 ll wiiiet melon by
Captain J; .P. C. Laugstnn, joining the
tD.wusi.te: ji.p''iuiipkin tipping1 .tliti scaler, at recall oho ns

stock-farmin-

.

large'-- .

'

..v..

,

lo'ck" fijland. track.

J.
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MODES

AND FABRICS
NOW
GENERAL FAVOR.

IN

Pretty Cloth Waist of Light Weight-Gr- een
Linen
Frock For Outing
Wear Hats to Be Worn by Children Velvet Suit Still a Favorite.

or
sea-so-

Pretty Cloth Waist.
of light wrlght cloth made
groups
of
with
plaits nnd trimmed
with narrow hands
and motifs oC
Tho buttons are of tho mathe
terial
and
chemisette of lace,
tho standing collar
a
with
finished
turnover of velvet,
of which the girdle
Is also made.
The full sleeves
are finished with
cuffs of the mate- lal, bordered
with the trimming,
which flare over lace ruffles.
lJlouso

Evening Gowns.
That satin is to assume much importance in tho winter frock scheme
Satin models
seems beyond doubt.
are many, both in evening and hi visiting gowns, and nothing lovelier is
shown than some of tho satin evening
gowns in prlncesso or in Umpire form.
The Empire lines are being acceptin coats and in
ed enthusiastically
street or visiting costumes made with
coats, but whether tho Empire gowns
for house and evening wear will find
cordial acceptance remains to be seen.
Some beautiful gowns of the kind have
boon worn in Paris during the past
year, and it is said that several of tho
great dressmakers intend to push the
Empire evening gown this winter, but
Ball.
Lavender
wo shall see what wo shall see. The
(lowers
of tho
Stalks and
need very skilful making and
lines
sweet herb, lavender, have been made graceful wearing.
into something very charming, by tho
princesse evening
tho.
.Meanwhile
To do it, gown is a tiling established.
artistic woman of
II. too.
she gathers tho (lowers on stalks is successful only in skilful hands and
about ten inches long, drying hem on a good figure, but. given this coin
carefully. Thou, taking a bunch of bination. tho result is altogether
stalks an inch In diamotor and press- charming.-- - Now York Sun.
ing them closely together, Mio turns
the flowers inward at the top, forming
Outinci Waist.
a ball and weaving narrow green satBlouse of heavy linen
,
in ribbon in and out between the stein-letswith fronts draped
a dainty basket like top is formed.
and crossed, and
Tho ends of ribbon are then wound ornamented
with
closely at intervals around the stums straps of the mate
A
until their ends are reached.
rial, fastened with
length of ribbon tit this point and one buttons.
t
at the flnvp oiwt l usil to riti-nTho sleeves tire
the "stick," and long loops of ribbon. full at the top
forming two tassels, are hung on those plaited at the
suspending ribbons, still further beautami trimmed
ifying this fragrant lavender bail.
with st rails of the
in a t e r i a . The
Velvet Suit Still a Favorite.
largo cravat and
The velvet suit promises to be as the girdle are of
year
a
and
as last
much
favorite tills
foulard.
its new suppleness renders it extremely desirable for autumn wear. A modPretty Hats For Children.
el which is suited to stout and thin
No matter what its fate in the fashMousing
si Ike has a coat of slightly
the largo hat will
ions of grown-ups- ,
bolero effect, entering a deep pointed always remain the most artistic for
girdle of satin. A' the center of the ihe child's face. There is no lovelier
back the seam of the bolero lengthens simple hat than a large white felt with
over the girdle into a plaited postilion huge Alsatian bow of wide ribbon diiha reaches nearly halfway down the rectly across the front. Oik; model
broadcloth em- i rimmed in this manner has the bow
skirt.
broidered in French Idiots and sou- held ar the center by largo braid rings,
tache braid forms the vest and also and tho hat is shaded to tho face by a
the wristband for a turnback cuff. narrow facing of velvet underneath
Corriings of satin encircle tho neck the brim. Ribbon streamers both in
and make a heading for the hem of velvet and silk are also seen on those
the skirt.
largo hats at the back.
old-tim- e

I

Precautions to Prevent Violent Strain
on Barn Frame.
A heavy stool tower and windmill
built on a barn frame makes a con
siderable weight for the timbers to
bear. It is well to have the tower so
thoroughly braced as to bo perfectly
rigid. Three twisted wire cables can
be used for guys to run from tho top
of the tower to heavy anchor posts set
deeply in the ground. These guys will
keep the tower rigidly in position and
prevent any strain on the barn frame
in a violent windstorm.
Tho wkcteh and tho following d
script ion will fully explain:
Two of the tower corner posts (F.t
The
rest on the main cross beam.
other two (F) rest upon the purlin,
shown at ('. The vertical shaft runs
down alongside the purlin to tho beam
at A. The bevel foot gear is located
here, and this runs the horizontal
shaft.
The vertical shaft is of cold rolled
spring steel, one Inch in diameter. The
lino shafting is of the same material,
f
Inches in diameter,
one and
and runs through three adjustable
hangers. "Wood split pulleys or proper diameter and face are adjusted on

Luggage Carrier.
Tho noMdty of sum" of the (eice
patterned appeals a! once to the eye
and Immediately the wonder is that It
In
had not been thought of before.
tills class is the luggage carrier shown
in the Illustration here, for the use of
porters, traveling men, and others, to
assist In carrying heavy articles, such
us grips, suit cases iii'l the like. I'.s
pans are few and simple, consisting
of a harness arrangement for suspension from tho shoulder of tho user, to
which is connected a brace or stay
which also bears against the hip and is
utilized to support the luggage to be
carried and holding It spaced from the
body.
At each end of the strap are hooks
which are connected with loops in the
brace. A chest strap is also provided,
which is connect oil with the shoulder
strap and passes around the wearer
beneath the arm to retain the shoulder strap in position, both straps having adjusting means consisting of
buckles. To render the adjustment

!:)(

one-hal-

),
EE

SSL.

d

Puts the Weight on the Shoulders.
efffitlve tlie che.--t strap is arranged
to slide upon the shoulder strap in
front, but riveted at the back. The
brace has a oko at tin- end whion
bears against ilie wearer. At the other end is an attachment having a hand
grip on one side and a socket on the
other to receive tho handle of the luggage to be carried. Fly this arrangement a valise, grip or other article of
a similar form can he suspended from
ihe handle of the device and oail.
carried, the wearer not being nnnovod
or having his progress retarded by
the luggage coming in contact with
his limbs. A comparatively heavy artide can thus lie carried without inconvenience.

Pigeon Loft.
wish to build a pigeon loft of the
following dimensions:
12 ft. long. S
ft. wide. ft ft. high at the front and
ft. high at the back.
Fprighls and
rafters are to be H ft. apart, the floor
to lie double and the roof and sides to
be papered. What amount of lumber
ami paper will be required?

The material required for pigeon
would bo as follows:
pieces 2 ft. x ii ft. x 12 ins. joist?.
2 pieces 2 ft. x t! ft. x S ins. sills.
11 pieces 2 ft. x 4 ft. x !i Ins. studs.
7 pieces 2 ft. x i ft. x t! ins.
studs.
pieces 2 ft. x
ft. x
Ins. rafters.
I pieces
2 ft. x
ft. x 12 ins. plates.

loft

I

Sinoke-Consume-

."i

smoke-preventio-

!

r

id

Jtb-A

The illustration shows how the elevated grain runs down into the grinder hopper (It) and the ground feed
into the bins below. The elevator (L)
may be used either to fill bags on the
platform (II) or to carry ground iced
to the bin below.

-

j

--

-
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Color Schemes for Little Ones.
Judging from late Parisian coulee-lionfor youngsters, the popular colr
New
or schemes this full show that vouth- A new
fill mixtures of black and while set off
device for
by velvet collar and cuffs in bright holler furnaces lias been invented by
of
bluish ti fJlasgow engineer. The system concolors, and a peculiar shade
gray have taken precedence over the sists of discharging a combination of
many shades of brown worn last year. steam, air and producer gas into the
a m e n t e d with
Dark blue, always such a satisfactory furnace.
The three elements are
color, has a brilliant rather than n combined and discharged on to the
motifs of embroidcoats,
model
ery and bordered
fuel in the front of the furnace. The
dead hue in this season's
with a ruffle of Valirlght olive green is also a favorite, resulting chemical action releases the
lenciennes lace.
particularly with collar and cuffs ot hydrogen in the steam and combine
fur, and for the child who takes earn the oxygen with the carbon in thv fitThe slcoves are
finished just below
of her clothes, there is no color better The deconipositon of The suppli-gases- ,
tho elbows with
suited to youth and beauty than a
ib thith complied and creates
t u r u o v e r ouff
light shade of tan.
great heating power, emitting heavy
with
the
etJsotl
smoke. The latter, however. (orous.es
Onions Boiled White,
lace.
in volume toward the tubes, in which
Few housekeepers really know how there are only llames. nnd Is complete-lThe girdle is of
io boll onions po that they will come
the material or of, leather to match.
consumed before it roaches the
tit perfectlv white. Pour boiling water chimne".
No Season at AH.
ever them and remove the skins Put
Suggestion for Automobile Roads.
This is the time of year above all them in boiling salted water. When
Because England'? canals are used
rhey have boiled five minutes change
others for weird clothes combinations
,
The woman who owns a new fall suit the water, and change again after five ao ll'.tle comparative!;-- a correspondof
London
the
an
ent
or
hour,
Times
Eoil
hub written
half
until
instets on wearing ft. oven if the sun is minutes.
hotter than midsummer, while the tender, but not until brotcen. Drain off to that paper making a novel
H
would have the canals
who has. not yet arranged her fail out-fi- the water, add teIUc to cover them,
clings, to her writ's linen m spife and cook five or ten minutes longer drained and th&lr h&di. converted injo
roa.d?-a.for th& u&s of autompbilsi
T'itb butter p&pptr
uli.
cool brz&zii tfut sr"sp .heof
s

cpjs

j

ist.

-

Frock of Green Linen.
The skirt is plaited and ornamented
at the top In fron
with buttons. The
blouse is also
plaited and ornamented with buttons, and has a
scalloped yoke or--

!

the shafting to run the machinery below. Shafting, pulleys and belting stre
perfectly adjust od, so that there is tho
least possible friction. This is essential, and causes trouble in many cases
unless corrected by an expert machin-

I

I

cavono

Si

bo;-tor-

Light-colore-

SECURE

MAKING THE WINDMILL

town In the bile afternoon. New fail
hats in the riotous wine reds, purpb-and mulberry shades are worn with
lawn frocks of last July, and white
canvas shoes peep out from a n w
plaid wool skirt in a shamefaced manner. Some women wear white lite u
frocks under long ulsters ol full
weight and others sport their summer coats of white duck or linen
dark cloth skirts. Sarlorially tho
is betwixt hay and grass, and tho
American woman's reputation as the
best dressed in tho world Is having a
pretty close shave.

STYLES OF THE DAY.

11

1

200 foot flooring.
110 feet roof boards.

:)t

feet matched siding.
rolls sheathing paper.
square cement roofing.
To ceil inside would require 475
feet matched ceiling. Fifty pounds of
wire nails and twelve pounds
of
would do ihe Job.
7

Removing
hay mow

Partition in Mow.
tt. by 21 ft. is divided
by a prirtitlun into two small mow
21 ft. h
11
tt. Huw miieh more
hny would it hub with the partition
A

2It

rpmuwj"

By removing the center partition in
hay. mow, you would be able to get in
ab-u-

'

o fens of hay as this"

the
prints
mow

par-irij-

n

hay from settiini
?n center of
and if removed tbera
"'ould bo a great pressure on center oi
mow, thus the difference in the quae-Mtof hay th.a could ta ior$d

"KING

CONGRESSMAN

PHILIP'S" SEAT REMOVED.

Connecticut
Landmark
Placed In
Charge of Amherst College.
Many curious travelers who have
horotoforo marie the long pilgrimage
up Sugar Loaf mountain to view
"King Philip's Seat" will bo pleased
at its present location in front f An.-horst colloire.
Kocenturies Ml. Sugar Loaf has
linn?.' out like a. Hying buttress over
t he Tar
level plain beneath through
which whirls the Connect lout
Sugar' Loaf as a geological phenome,
non, composed entirely of red
Is attractive, but its great cliff,
with its straight mountain f'ice sheer
iug olT .!nn to inn feet in depth. Is the
ehtof feat in e. At the southern end of
this cliff Pulpit rock stands out sharply over its edge and underneath was
tho
King Philip seat, where
King Philip, tho reputed instigator of
many a bloody attack upon the peaceful villages below, is said to have given his commands to his assembled followers.
Formerly tho seat was well defined,
but curiosity seekers have chipped
away Iho sides and bottom until nothing but a round hole remains.
There have been several narrow escapes from death by falling on tho
part of careless sightseers attempting
to view tho rock, and its present safe
location is a welcome change. Doston

Finds Quick Relief from Bladder Troubles Through Doan'n Kidney Pills.
Hon)1 Joseph A. Goulden,
Member
of Congress representing the 18th Dis
trict of New York,
"
also trustee of th
Soldier's

j

'

sai:d-stone-

U

mm

ULJ)'jjj?(g

auto-mobllis-

a stream I know, with a babbling How,
That whirls the woods away,
autumn bed,
Where tho leaves aro rod tl
And skies rolled their gruy.

"Miofo'R

!

!'--

4"

rippling Gong,
While echoes answer bnck;
Uy the serried Hold and tho harvest yiohl
All snug in crib and slack!

And it sings along with

itf?

.the sunshine bright, or fho moon's sort light,
laughs in rhythmic fun
Would that man could see aueh philosophy
In work that must be doae.

i

U

In

J.t,

v.

"ir (bore's wood In.'id brigJit and the moon by night
in life, for everyone
There's but small alloy would the heart enjoy
The starlight and the sui'l
From "Down Count-Lanes," by Byron Williams.
I

Not a Fair Show.
I was stopping Willi a farmer over

Much Cause for Thankfulness.

night, and that evening two or three
other farmers dropped in, and thero
was a good deal of talk about how
much grass a man could cut in a day
If he went at it with proper ambition,
says n writer in the Cincinnati
Mine host didn't enter into
tho conversation much, and when the
men linrl finally departed I said to
him:
"Do you believe that statement
about a man mowing live ncres v.
day?"
"I didn't have a lair show," he
as he shook his head ami
heaved a sigh.
"How do you mean?"
"Why, up to last week I would havo
claimed that I once mowed sevea
acres between sun and sun."
"And what happened last week'.'"
"I attended camp meeting and go',
religion, and I can't do nn more
ing, you see."
,

Too Critical.
At

i

Sunday service

Tie

were talking about tho failure

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Foster-Milbur-

Some women mourn tho loss of a
bad husband more than others do tho
loss of a good one.
put up 16 ouncea
d
cents.
more starch for the same money.
It's the love of othor peoplo's money
that Is tho root of nil evil.
Defiance

In

Many Decorations.

Including two recently received
from the Shah, the Impot'al
U,
Chancellor, Prince Von B.uelo

of tJiu Subway tavern.
"Well," said a lawyer. "Ilibhop Potter would never have entered into this
movement if he had not known of

Starch

a package.

Is

10

One-thir-

.TEA

How many fine thoughts
lie along that word of three

letters:

!

I.oaforr bHiVn

In

arqulrlnff

lully bronl a loaf at a time.

Stiacobs

tholr

Oil

for many, many years has cured
and continues to cure

RHEUMATISM
NEURALGIA
LUMBAGO
BACKACHE
SCIATICA

many similar movements that are succeeding splendidly in England. Bishop
Potter is a well informed, a highly
educated man.
"Speaking of hk; education," ho
went on, "I am reminded of a convention where I once heard him make an
addres. lie spoke in favor of educa-lion- ,
and a self made millionaire took
exception to certain things he said.
Tho millionaire declared that he had
never gone to college and he thanked
heaven or it.
"The bishop arose instantly.
" 'Am l to understand,' he said, 'that
the gentleman thanks heaven for his
ignorance?'
" 'Why, yes,' replied tho millionaire.
'You can put it that way if you'vo a

SPRAINS
BRUISES
SORENESS
STIFFNESS
FROST- - BITES

Price, 25c, and 50c.

Have It
I Must
Refuse Substitutes
and Imitations

Ton will know them, dcsplto their

fan-

ciful names they nro usually mixed with
hot water and do not havo tho cementing property of

mind to.'

" 'Then,' retorted Bishop Potter, 'all
have to sny is that tho gentleman
has a great deal to thank heaven
for.' "
I

the

in one of

Georga colored churches tho preacher

was giving an eloquent discussion of
Suggestive and Appropriate.
the creation, and the congregation wtw
evidently greatly interested.
"Mrs. Poultney Digelow," a Nov,
"First de Lnwrl made do heaven unl York woman said, "is u favorite in
de cp.rth, and all that in them Is," ho English society. At Cannes, in Lou"Den
lie don, and in the country t he is equull
exclaimed vehemently.
made man He made him of do dm-- of popular. Mi&. Bigelow is n moralist,
ue earth, and stood him up against a, a witty moralist. A millionaire whls
l;y dealer showed her one day a photofence to dry "
At this point Deacon Jonson rose graph of a new house that he had
from tte back of the room and askeS built In Herts.
" 'Tell me what to call It, won't
suddenly:
"Brtidder Jackson, who made- da you?' ho said. 'I am hesitating between Gor Hall Paget Hall and Stan- ere ferce?"
"Put dat man out' Two. tres nio' isy Hall. What d you advise ?' '
ULw
i would ad iso- Alcohol
such questions a?, dat "ould spoil all
2td calmly
i EiseJofi'
is f'oto'ty in de ""c-rt

I.
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Von Buelow's

at.'

Homo

Bath. N. Y., writes:
As
(tcntlemen:
many of my friends
have us?d Doan's
Kidney
Pills and
have been cured of
kidney and bladder
troubles, I feel It
my duty to recommend tho medicine,
From personal experience I know
Doan's Kidney Pills will cure Inflammation of the bladder, having experienced relief the second day of using
the medicine.
J. A. GOULDEN.
(Signed)
Sold by all dealers, 50 cents a box.

Globe.

Slant's King an Ardent Motorist.
The king of Slam Is an ardent
and his "scorching" has worried his ministers, who are anxious
about the safety of tho royal neck.
They presented to their august master
the following petition:
"At tho service of your majesty
there- are bearers, and when time
carriages. We, therefore, beseech you to give up tho use of motor
cars, or at least to go at a more moderate pace. This is expccterl by tho
dynasty and your people. Wo havo
been too much alarmed lately to remain silent."
To which ills majesty sent out iously
ropliol in a marginal note: "Danger
iios not in the motors, but in the
hearts of men."

GOULDEN

Mixwithcolclwatcr,anyonecanbru6hlton;

fl
Chancellor Von Buelow Were all cf
His 11 5 Decorations,
neit to the Kaisers Chief I'.hajnber
lain, the best decorated mun In Eu
rope. He possesses 115 stait,. order?
and ribbons, besides medal galoic
A German mathematician the other
dny reckoned that if the Chancellor
i'oro them all they would cove- not
caly every inch of his breast, but his
tick as. well end overHo' do'vi tj,
coii'Sit to ti.6 imess.
If

Rock Cement

MIS

Kills vermin nud disease germs; does not
rub or scalp. No washing of walls alter
once applied. Other wall finishes must b
washed oil ovory year expensive, filthy
work. They rub and scale, and the

glue or othor animal matter In
them rots and feeds disease germs.
Buy Aiabastine only in live pound
packages, properly labeled. Tint
pretty wall and ceiling design,
"Blnt3 on Decorating" and our artists'

card,

services In making color plans,

free.
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CONNECTION WITH

PAS0.& Nortliedstern

System

Is the shortest line between HI Paso, Texas
and Santa Fe, New Mexico and all points in
northwestern New Mexico and N -- western
Colorado.

v
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Close Connection at Torrance
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The Clerpynmii,x IIoiiliyliorN,
to a quaint little church In
England observe a curious relic In the
shape of a high stool with a leather
The parish clurlc
top like a saddle.
shows not a little pride in this relic and
tells Its story with relish. During the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
the country parsons wore accustomed
to spend much of their time hunting
with their country squires. Oftentimes the fox got more attention than
the sermon on the following Sunday.
Such was tho case with the parson who
left the saddle stool behind him as n
relic of the days of fox hunting parsons,
lie was a good deal more at
homo In tho saddle than In tho pulpit,
bo In order to Introduce some of the
life and spirit Into his discourses which
he felt while in the hunting Hold, tho
reverend gentleman had this saddlo
stool mado. It was placed In tho pulpit before tho parson mounted the
stops. Onco nBtrido this hobby the parson was nblo to reach a much higher
dogreo of enthusiasm and cloqueneo
than ho could have unmounted.
Visitor

si

Passengers will save time and money by

Mi

tit

"MatThe Aslec Index recently said:
ters that concern the people of a country
or a stale fir territory should be submitted
to them and receive the approval or disapproval of the ballot. The voters ol Now
Mexico are the ones lo decide the joint
statehood question, and not a few
who reprcsont in their own right
less than a hundred votes."
No doubt this is true, says the Albuquerque Citizen, in theory, and mhst of the
people of New Mexico are anxious that it
be true in fact; but unfortunately theory
and fact may seperate on that very point.
Here are the facts: New Mexico and Arizona consist largely of conquered territory,
and what was not conquered was bought;
so that neither of them belongs to itself,
but both are property of the nation which
Then also
conquered and bought them.
in the treaty of peace which acknowledged
the conquest, the future of the section was
placed entirely in the hands of congress,
the agent and representative of the conquering and purchasing nation. Congress
alone has the disposition of the question,
and need not ask any questions of the people either in New Mexico or Arizona.
As congress separated Arizona and New
Mexico into two territories, without asking
the people anything about it: so congress
can at her own will and pleasure continue
the existence ol the two territories, can
make
into one territory, can make
them into two states with any change
of boundaries deemed advisable, can make
them into one state, or can make either a
state and continue the other a territory;
and in any of the possible actions, congress
lias no necessity to ask the people of Arizona or of New Mexico anything about it.
Congress can command or may invite us
at her own pleasure.
Which she will do
remains to be seen.
olHco-holdor- s,

A Dlnconccrteil Committee.
Ferdinand Ilassler, the father of the
country.
United States coast survey system,
was onco waited upon by a committee
of congress sent to inquire Into tho
FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON YOUR LOprogress of tho work. The committee
CAL AGENT OR ADDRESS
reached New York and wended their
way upstairs to tho room where IlassS. B.
ler was drilling his classes and preparing them for tho work. Ilassler, who
GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT SANTA FE CENTHAL
allowed no Intruders, met them at tho
SANTA FE, N. M.
door and inquired their business. They
nnswored that they had come to iniB
S
vestigate. "What part of tho work do
8
n
S
you wish to inspect?" inquired the
Congress had
Swiss mathematician.
no definite Idea on that point. "Then
kftAAAk' you had bettor go and find out," re0 turned Ilassler as ho shut tho door In
the faces of tho astonished committee.
Tho committee looked at each
other and on second sober thought concluded that Ilassler was about right
THR.ICE-A-WEE- K
EDITION.
We agree with the sentiment expressed
nnd quietly wended their way downstairs and back to Washington.
by the Index, and with the truth of the de-

taking this new route, through a new
ii

POWERS OF CONGRESS.
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The New York World.
Read Wherever the English

Lanjuae is Spoken,

Tiik Thrick-a-WkkWould has made special arrangements for the year 1005. Its already great news service has
been extended and, as heretofore, it will report all important
events promptly, accurately and impartially.
An original and striking feature of tin. Tiiuick-a-ki:k
Would in 1005 will be its serial publication of the strongest
and best fiction that has ever appeared in the columns of any
newspaper.
The novels already arranged for and which are
by writers known throughout the world, are:
k

CARDIGAN.

By Robert W.

Chambers.

brilliant romance of the opening days of the Revolution, depicting life
on what was then the border in the state of New York. Scenes with the
A

powerful tribes of the Six Nations, and a thrilling description of the
13attle of Lexington. Contains a love story, told with great force and
charm.

BEFORE THE DAWN.
powerful story of the
federacy in Richmond,
est war was drawing to
mighty struggle of Lee
its pages.
A

Ay

Joseph A. AHshcIer.

Civil War, describing the last days of the Convividly depicting conditions as the world's greata close. Contains a strong love story, and the
and Clrant in the wilderness passes through

THE REDS OF THE MIDI.

By Felix Gras.

story of the Trench Revolution, the greatest event in the history of
the modern world. A peisant boy who marches with the tremendous
battalion of death, the Marseilles column, tells how they overthrew the
French monarchy and achieved the conquest of Kuropo. The love
story is of singular delicacy.
A

THE CARDINAL'S ROSE.

By

Vai Tassel SutpKcn.

This is the last touch of modernity. The hero wanders into a continuous performance in New York City. He sees a scene in a biograph
which arouses his curiosity and which leads him into a remarkable series
of adventures in a remote part of the world and to the winning of the
hand of a princess.

THE BLAZED TRALI.

By Stewart

Edward White.

Mr. White has opened an absolutely new field, and he
the most famous of all the younger American writers.
of the great northwestern logging camps, and tells how
a powerful man of action was luiilt up and how it was
by the influence of a woman's love.

is now perhaps
This is a story
the character of

finally softened

In addition to these stories the TH R
WORLD
is in negotiation for others equally as good. Tiik Tiiuick-a-Wkk- k
World's regular subscription price is only jSi.oo per year, and
this pays for 156 papers. We offer this unequalled newspaper
and the Wkkklv Jiit uNAL, together one year for $2.00. The
regular subscription price of the two papers is 2.50,
ICE-A-WhE- K

A ToiicI'n Cunnlnsr.
A scientific Journal tells this story
of a toad's cunning: A brood of chickens was fed with moistened meal In
saucers, nnd when tho dough soured a
llttlo it attracted largo numbers of
flies. An observant toad had evidently
noticed this, nnd every day toward
evening ho would make his appearance
In the yard, hop to a saucer, climb In
and roll over until ho was covered with
meal, having dono which he awaited
developments. Tho flies, enticed by tho
smell, soon swnrmod around tho scheming batraohian, and whenever one passed within two Inches or so of his nose
his tongue darted out and the fly disappeared. The plan worked so well
that tho toad made a regular business
of it.

Fever nml Foortm.
In typhoid fever tho Intestines nro
tho seat of ho trouble, and all solid
food" should be debarred. Hero nutritious broths and liquids are needed,
but no meat should be given until the
temperature has been normal for several days. In scarlet fever avoid all
nitrogenous foods, because the kidneys
and skin are congested, and those tiro

ductions of the Citizen.
And, while we
believe the statehood question should be
submitted to the people of the territories
to settle, as to whether joint or single statehood is preferable,

we fear that if some of
our newspapers and ultra enthusiastic
don't desist from calling every congressman a pirate, who does not meet their
statehood measurements, that the course
as outlined by the Citizen may be adopted,
and we may be disposed of as Congress
sees lit to dispose of us; whether it lie single or double bleesedness,
or whether we
be sent back under the table as whining
wards of the government, to remain a territory until we are strong enough to kick in
the door of the Capitol and force congressional action.

We do not believe it is wise or correct
policy to malign those through whom only,
relief is possible. A milder course would
likely be more available. It is apparent that
the sentiment of that

congressional

com-

tho organs that excrete nitrogen. Their mittee, who visited us
recently, is opposed
work should bo lessened, not Increased.
For this reason any of tho legumes, to statehood of any sort, and we will be
beans, peas or lentils should not be extremely fortunate if we overcome their
used. Hroth mado from them would be inlluence before
the end of the next
most disastrous, while beef or mutton
broth, which is loss nutritious, can be
readily assimilated.

President Koosvelt's visit to tho sunny
so.ith has been greatly appreciated by the
A worthy danio of Dundee, Scotland,
In order to keep down her gas account southdern people. When he returns to
was in tho habit of blowing down the Washington he will have visited every
pipes, thus reversing tho hands of tho state in the Union
since he became presiregistering dial of tho meter. All went
of this great republic.
dent
well until a now Inspector camo. After
examining the meter he ciphered long
and earnestly. At length the old lady
Postmaster Carter has apples in his exanxiously exclaimed, "A'm no' tao liae
a big nccoont this tlmo, am I?" "No, hibit at the postoffico, from the Kunnawa
mem," said tho inspector. "It's the ranch that equal in coloring and flavor the
other way aboot. Tho company's owin the host product of the Now York and
you tuppenco.
You havo surely been Ozark region.
Somo of thorn weigh 13 qzs
blowing ven-- hard this time."
each.
A Good
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Obiiuary.
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Mrs. (iiinlU GatleftOl, Oilober
ycir. six months and ctflht days.
Died
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RANK P. HAH MAN.
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Jtinnita (iallexns was born Fob. 22,
at sM Alamos this territory
was
A. K. Outer, Supt. eastern division, wns
married in tsxn ,it Trinidad, Colo., to Joso
1. (iallegos
lived Vit wngon Mortnd up to up in his "Paso del Norm" looking ovar lltu
isjj. who shfl became n widow- - since she Dawson lino last week.
C. W. liotislon, Train Master of the
had engaged in teaching to support herself
and four children, all of whom survive hot. Dawson, spent Saturday, and Sunday at
Sin: was an exemplary Christian woman, Dawson, returning home on an extra Monday morning.
and died in the faith in which she lived.
Sin; was laid In rt .t in the Tucuincari
II. L. Simmon, don. Mgr. of IheS. W.,
(
at o'clock Tuesday, Oct. 17. went cast in his car "San Pedro."
Paymaster Averill arrived with the pay
car on the 20th and caused the Dawson
K'y. boys to wear a pleasant smile.
1"".
13.
Loucks, Gen. Foreman of the
I awson, went to Dawson for a
few days
on Sunday's train.
John Welch, Roadmaster of the Dawson,
is at Dawson superintending the changing
of the yards at that point.
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LIVERY

AND

1

AID SALE STABLE.

CITY TRANSFER
of

STREET
J:

8c

JJ

IVams and drivers to all points in Hie countrv,
furnished on short notice.
"

-

-
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HAY AND GRAIN.

Main St.

Phone 42.

TENDER

THE LEGAL
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J. M. Austin with his father came here
about three weeks ago from southwest
I'exas, and settled south of Tu
icari,
unfortunately cut the tendon above the
heel of his right foot with a cane knife a
few days ago. lie is under the care of
Dr. Kluttz and the wound is beginning to
heal nicely.

$:

Good Rigs and Good Horses,

:

tle at his place northeast of town, on Kaffir Corn and Milo Maize grown on his own
farm. There will be thousands of head of
stock feed in Quay County this winter
off the products of our farms. That means
a great deal tj the business interests of
this locality.

BAKER.

B2BE

SHOP.

BARBER
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W. F. Glenn, Prop.
-

-

Correct Treatment of Customers.

Z

1SATI
Tucunu-.'iri-

,

-

IS.
N. Mrx.

-

V. F. liuchanan, cashier of the Hank
Tucutncan, is feeding 150 head of cat-

Baptist Church.

FURNITURE

!

CHAIRS

I

AND

ROCKERS
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with
Our assortment is ioinpllio ;nul is sn ivph-leverv variety il stleand beauty that we arc continfident it will outsell ail) tiling in
lurnitute line
over brought to Ttu umrari.

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BARNES & RANKIN,

TMllMi,
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Ir Justice Court.
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Missouri State Life Ins. Co.
S, C. Pandolfo, Agent.
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This space belongs

Preaching every other Sunday.
Services
beginning at 11 a. m. and S p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Prayer meeting every Thursday night.
Pusiness meeting at 7:30 p. ni., Thursday before the second Sunday in the
month.
Milton Kkkcij, Pastor
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Monday, Candido Chaves was arraigned
before Judge James M. Lawson under
c harge of the abduction of Virginia Annlla.
Virginia was a ward of Hon. M. Kudulph,
Supt. of Schools of this County, who was
here Monday from his home at Alamocitas
to prosecute the case.
Atty. C. C. Davidson was counsel for the prosecution,
and
owing to the absence of an important witness secured a continuance for 30 days.

The Peters line of shoes is known all
over the civilized world and if you ever
ware a pair either in a dress or everyday
shoe you are sure to want it again. All
kinds and styles for men, women, misses,
youths children and infants handled in
exclusively by the M. P. G. Co.
Settlers are rapidly coming into this locality for lands now, and in a few years
much of the arable area will be under cultivation. Lands to be entered by homestead are becoming scarcer year by year,
and land values are continually climbing
upward. There was a family came in this
weol
from Arkansas and took lands a
few miles out of town.
We don't feel altogether in a strange
land, as we have had a number of old acquaintances call on us since onr arrival in
your city. Among them, N. White and
his sons, M. L. Oyler, Gapt. J. P. C.
Langston and his son, Ernest, Col. Theo.
W. Heinan, Mr. Smith, Prof. 13. Stephenson, P. C. Matteson, Hon. Manuel C. de
Paca, and others.
Gentleman you were
welcome visitors, and we hope you will
come abain and often and bring your
friends in with you. We want to become
acquainted with them also.

One of tho bloodiest atrocities In tho
NEGLECT
French revolution was committed at WOMEN'S
the palace in Avignon, when sixty-onmen, women and children were huriou
SUFFERiHGTHESUREPENALTf
from Its highest tower Into ti ditch,
upon
them.
was
thrown
quicklime
and
Palace at Avignon, Once Home of the
Health Thus Lost Is Restored by Lydla
The papal palace is a drowsy place
E. Plnkham's Vegotablo Compound.
Popes, Now Scene of Vanished Splendor
basking in the torrid southern
like it decaying monument ti
How manv women do you know who
a dead past. Its drawbridge, portcullis
are perfectly well ami strong1? Wa
(.Special Correspondence,
hear everyday the same story oveu and
and Iron gates are gone, but the balI do not feel well ; I am
pope stood when bo over again.
cony
the
where
" Only the grim old castle, and the
At Avignon, in tlio south of France,
is still to be seen so tired all the time-people
the
blessed
may still bo .seen the palace In which adjoining church containing tombs of
Muds
tourist
The
entrance.
the
the popes lived and ruled during what many cardinals and archbishops, and above
palnce worth a few hours' inspec
Petrarch called the "shameful exile two popes, remain as reminders of the
the student of church history
tlon;
of the church of .leans Christ," and the papal reign In Avignon. The old
worthy of a long journey at;
it
iinds
other writers have named "tho Baby- halls of the palace hnve been cut up
study.
close
lonish captivity," In the fourteenth into small npartn nt. and the origcentury. Although defaced and occu- inal arrangement of its interior is onJv
Romans Established the Gauge.
pied as a hnrrucks, the palace retains suggested.
In two small remaining
made the
The ancient Romans
its chief architectural features, and is chapels are a few frescoes, and those
standard gauge of our present rai!
one of the most massive and most are all that are left of its once beautinearly perfect specimens of fourteenth ful decorations. The remains of the ways. Tho width of the wheel has-dining car ts
the most
century military architecture in exis- kitchen are seen, where, profane history states, heretics were roasted in what it is because it. was original! v
tence
Those were troublous days in which
the papal court was established on the
' '
',W li
soil of I'rovence, and the palace was
irr
begun on a scale to insure great
strength. It was furlhei strengthened
us construction went on. until Ir was
More than likely you spealc the samo
like a fortress, protected from within
words yourself, and no doubt you feel
and without by every device then emfar from well. The cause may be easily
ployed for such a purpose. Here ruled
traced to some derangement of the fet
to."
popes,
all French, from
seven
male organs which manifests itself in
140S, in great, power and luxury.
depression of spirits, reluctance to go
Writing of Avignon in the time ui
anywhere or do anything, backache,
bearing- - lown pains, flatulency, nervthe popes, Daudet. in his "Letters fro.n
ousness, sleeplessness, leucorrhoea.
My Mill." thus describes the life ..
These symptoms are but warnings
the city:
that there' is danger ahead, and unless
"Whoso did not see Avignon in
heeded a life of suffering or a serious
days of the popes has seen nothing
operation is the inevitable result.
For gajety. life, animation, the
rt- .ledyforall these
The never-failinn
cllement of festivals, never
symptoms is Lydia E. l'inkham's Veg(
like it. From morning till ni- -' '
etable (impound.
Miss Kate McDonald, of Woodbridgo(
there was nothing but processions, p
Ji .1., writes :
grimages, streets strewn with flow
Dear Mrs. Pinklmm :
draped with tapestries, cardinal.-- ' a;
" I think that a woman naturally dislikes to
riving by the Rhone, banners wavin-i- n
niaki her troubles known to tho public, but
Ihi-in
galleys
breeze,
dressed
the
ri'stored health hasmonnt so much to mo that
cannot help from telling minu for tho sako
the pope's soldiers chanting Latin "r.
of other suffering women.
the squares, and the tiuWIiug ran u
" For a long timo I sndt'erod untold agony
the begging friars; whip- limn garrwith n uterine trouble and irregularities,
w hich Jimdo mo a physical wreck, and no on
to cellar of houses that pressed, humSuspension Bridge Near Avignon,
thought I would recover, but Lydia E.
's
ming, round the great papa' palace
Vegctiiblo Compound has entirely
Mice bees around their hive, came the
tin' Inquisition
In tie (boir of the that of the chariots which
lolled
cured mo, and in.udo me well and strong, and
tack-tacof lace looms, the
Inadjuining catle di
simple mar along ihe Roman roads in Hrituin. A 1 feel it my dut v to toll other suffering women
of shuttles weaving the gold thread of blc tlirniH' um-':;ijics. 1' !'
upon the Milijert at what u splendid medicine it is."
recent
l
If you are ill, don't hesitate to get a.
of the gold- uImi Is ib.- - tdjnl. ol l'our John XII
chasubles, the tap-taNewcastle has put the matter
smith's chasing tools on the chalices, who is reiurmb"ied fur having left a theory. He said, that man year.-- , ago bottle of Lydia E. Pinicham's Vegetable Compound nt once, and write to
the tuning of choir instruments at the treasure of ix.himi.oimi gold florins, and he had known an old gentlemen who. Mrs
Pinltham, Lynn. Mass., for special
lntomakers', the song of the spinners T.oiiu.oiiu In plate and jewels.
in his youth, had been associated with advice -- it is free and always helpful.
at their work; and above all this rose
Stephenson. This old gentleman had
the sound of bells, and always the Romance in Early History.
told him that he had asked the gnat
echo of certain tambourines coming
Romance invests the memories of engineer why he had adopted the still
away
on
bridge
down
there
from
the
the foundation ami early history of existing gauge and Stephenson had
of Avignon; because, with us, when the papal palace. Avignon was '.rst
that he found it was the
If you have cream to separate a good
ceded to the popes in 12To, and sovwidth between tiie ruts in the
Creirn Separator is tho most profitable inereignty over it is said to have been along tho Roman wall and thatroads
he vestment you can possibly make. Delay
sold to Clement V by Joanna, the girl thought that if a world power
means daily waste cf
like
queen of Naples and I'rovence. in HMO. Rome had found that gauge
time, labor and product.
the
most
DE LAVAL CREAM
for SO.OOo gold florins (which were effective ho could not do hotter
than
SEPARATORS buvo
said never to Lave been paid), in conto adopt it also. Pearson's Weeklv.
$10- .- per cow per year
sideration lor a dispensation permitevery year of uee over ail
ting her to marry the man of her
gravity setting systems
It Might Be of Some Use.
le art. Prince Louis de Tarentum. her
and $5- .- per cow over
There are some persons who take
first husband, having been murdered.
all imitating separators.
a
sordid,
utilitarian view of everyJ'etrareh was a guest and Rlen.l a
They received the Grand
ptisoner at Avignon at the height of thing, including the achievements of
Prize or Highest Award
A
at St. Louis.
ei'izen
the papal glory there, and tho palace science.
sepaBuying trashy
tin kered Illustrious men from far and who was trying to raise funds to asArctic explorer in rators ia penny wise, dollar foolish.
near. Trains of warriors, princes with sist a
machines quickly lose their cost
their gorgeous following, churchmen fitting out an expedition for polar Such
instead of saving it.
of high and low degree, and endless research, called upon a wealthy wood
If you haven't tho ready cash
bands of pilgrims of more common merchant, and aske him for a con-- j DE LAVAL machines may be bought
clay, journeyed to tho walled city by t rihutiou.
on such liberal terms that they actually
"What's (he good of it?" ashed tho 2au for themselves.
the Rhone to pay their respects to the
Send today for new catalogue aud
merchant.
head of tho church.
"The good of it? Won't if bo worth name of nearest local agent.
The last pope to rule tit Avignon
was Gregory XI, who took tho papal something to mankind if ho discovers The De Laval Separator Co.
court hack to Romo in MOS. After the North Pole?"
Randolph & Canal Stc,
74 Cortlandt Strut
"Suppose he does find 11. What
his departure Avignon was ruled by a
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
good
is
the JCorth Pole lo anybody?"
legale, and after a time by a
Here tho caller's patience gave way.
Ancient Palace of the Pope3.
until tho French revolution,
"I didn't know but ou might have
the people are happy they must dunce, when tho city was reunited with
they must dance and in those days France. In 1707 the pope renounced some curiosity, as an export, to know
what kind of wood It's made of." ho
tho streets were too narrow for the all right to it forever.
said, turning on his heel and walking
farandole, and Ilf'cs and tambourines
nut. Weekly Scotsman.
posted themselves on the bridge of Reign of
After the departure of tho popes
Avignon, in the fresh breeze from tho
FOR WOMEN
Nothing In It.
Rhone, and day and night ti,' folks who had brought their court to Frenah
with ills peculiar to
"nomembor,"
said
danced, they danced. Ah. the happy soil owing to the turbulence af Rome
the serious troubled
sex, used as a douche is raarvelously auc- schism and disorder held sway nt friend, "that you are a servant of the tbuir
Halberds
times! the happy town!
cesstui. Tiiorougniy cleanses, kills diseaso germs,
"
stops discharges, heals inflammation and local
Three
hold people."
tha' did not wound, prisons whero the Avignon.
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum. orcnes3.
wine was put to cool; no hunger, no court horo, holding their place by
r.ixm.e h in p..v.ler form to be dissolved In pure
.iiul h f,ir inure clcanslnR, healing, Germicidal
war. That's how tho popes of tho Com-ta- t foreo. One of them, Ronedlct XIII, "The trouble is that iwwaday s you water,
tun! cxuiKim.c.a . liquid antiseptics for all
governed their peoplo. and that's when besieged by an army under Mar- - nro expected to servo the ppople with- TOILKT AND WOMEN'S SPECIAL. USES
shal Boueicault, escaped by a postern out accepting any tips." Wellington
lVr sale at driiRRists, 60 cents a box.
why their people so deeply regretted
Trial llax and Book of Instructions Pre.
gnia unu ueu,
mar.
Uom."
bobtom, Umi
The r. Paxtoh company

Day of Glory
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HAVE YOU COWS?
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The Cause of His Going.
"Wow!" growled tho old man, re
turning to the bedroom, "I stubbed my
toe."
"Well," replied his wife, "that's
what you not for going down stairs hi
your slocking feet."
"That's so. If hadn't gone down
In my stocking feet that young man of
Edith's might have heard me and got
away before I reached hltn."

THE JOKER'S COIINEK.
SALLIES TURNED OUT BY
THE HUMORISTS.

WITTY

Jiggs Knew Worse Trials Than
Stretching the Truth Misfortune,
Not Affliction
Another Peace Conference of Considerable Importance.

Mr.

TOFtPEDO

list.

At Least There Is Proof They Know
the Days of the Week.
Down aloni? the wharves in New
York tho cat. is not a pet, but a business investment, an insurance policy
against the river rats. Yet, wild as
some of these animals nro, there is
one man whom they regard with approval.
That Is the cats' meat man.
"I don't know all of them," ho says.
"No man could; and besides there are
changes all tho time. But If I don't
know them, they all know mo, every
cat of them. And they're wise; cats
are as wise as nny beast that lives,
lios.
every cat on tho block runs to meet,
Kitted
with
engines, air pumps and water- me, but they are always on their
tight compartments, the vessel can be good behavior. Now, hero's a place
driven at a high rate of speed through where I leave meat for six cats. They
or under the water, as opportunity of- follow me when
give it to tho porter. They are tho cats that belong
fers in any weather.
Her length over all is 100 foot, with here, and all the rest of the cats
but nine-foo- t
beam, and her appear- are waiting peaceably for mo to come
ance lying squat on the water much out. Now, see those four cats run
more resembles a llsh than a fish car- ahead and Into tho next place; they're

"Well." he said, as he looked at himself in the mirror, "I'd rather have a
nose of that kind that one like .1.
1'ierpont Morgan's."
At. a subsequent
period, however,
he avenged himself by nmking faces
at the entire aggregation of English
society.

Accident on Uganda Railroad.
The following Is an oflloial ropor'
sent to his superior by the station
master at Nimba, on the Uganda railway

.

:

"To station Nairobi, from
Venani. From station master,
No. 2 reports struck giraffe
1.")S.
No damage to permanent
train.
Driver slates giraffe
uninjured."

station
fluard
at mile

triple-expansio- n

way or

ran of

daughter! "
Mr. Bubble Well, let 'em go.
He
can have her."
Mrs. Hubble "They went In your
"
.automobile and
Mr.
Hubble "Groat Scott! Why
didn't you say so at first. Telephone
to the police at once."
Wouldn't Stand for It.
in
"lleerd there wuz a big splii-uEbenezer church last Sunday."
"Yep."
" Wlui t wuz the troubk'?"
"Preacher said somepin' ag'in
an' Grandma Pankis, Betsy
Haskell, Aunt Prudy Willlnms an'
Granny Stubbs took their pipes an'
went over to the other church." Detroit Tribune.
The Young Philosopher.
'Nother Piece of pie. please pa."
"But. you haven't finished your firs?
"

piece."
"No, pa. But you know you told me
not to eat. fast. And if you give me a
.ocond piece now
shan't eat so fas',
because I won't be afraid that the second piece will be gone when I get
ihrough with the first piece. Please,
I

pa."

Papa Made the Roof.
Little Pauline, after quest ioning hor
aunt as to who had made their hou.';
and being informed that Jim Welch
had done so. replied:
"Why. auntie, Go:l made our lion
God made our front room and our hall
and our kitchie, but papa made tin
roof."
(Her father is a tinner).
Magazine of Fun.
-

Just So.

corn-roun- d

1

A Man of His Word.
"I've been trying that physician you
reeommonded so highly to me."
"Ah! And you found him all that
said reliable in every respect, eh?"
"Well, he assured me ho would put
me on my feet inside of two months."
"And did he do it?"
"That's what he did. I've just sold
my automobile in order to pay his
bill!"

rier.

1

Serious.
Hubble "Oh.
.lames, that
young De Gaul has eloped with our
Mrs.

OATS OON8ULT THE CALENDAR.

She Will Carry Fresh Herrln-to
Ports on Puget Sound.
The English torpedo boat Albatross,
which was offered for sale by the authorities when the navy depot at
1J. ('., was abandoned,
has
been secured by the i'anaimo fisheries company of Nnnaimo, 15. C, with
the object of running fresh herring to
sound markets.
The boat Is a very fast craft She
was built some thirty years ago for
the Chilian government, and saw service In several South American Imbrog-

I

Putting a Good Face On It.
Young William Makepeace Thackeray had broken his nose by jamming
it
carelessly against another boy's

UOAT FOR COMMERCE.

tho cats that belong there, and they

Fishing Gazette.

ARM OF THE

LAW

SUSPENDED

line up to moot me.
"But that is a small part of the
wisdom of these cats. Five mornings
'n tho week I got around my beat between 7 and 8 o'clock, but on Saturdays I am always late, and never
reach tho block before 9. Well, on
Saturday morning the cacs know thai
I'm late and they don't put their heads
outside the doors until it lacks only a
little of 9. You see there are calendars
hanging up in every office to tell the
day of tho week, and clocks, too, and
there's nothing to hinder the cats
from consulting them. If they don't
find out that way, how do they know
when it's 9 o'clock Saturday morning?" Golden Days.

Quaint Old Custom Still Prevails Ir
English Town.
Citizens of the old Devonshire
(Fug.) town of Honiton are immune
from arrest until sunset one evening
The Dealer Was Wise.
for while the horse fair is in progress
the arm of the law is powerless. This
is in continuation of a quaint and
ceremonial which has been
handed down from the time of Henry
ill. When the horse fair begins the
town eiier, in the gorgeous dress of a
beadle of the last century, appears,
carrying a pole, at the end or which is
a large gill glove, decked with llowers.
Having rung his handbell three times,
the crier, in his
hat. HUNQ 200 FEET FROM EARTH.
announces, "Oyoz, oyoz. oyoz! The
fair is begun; the glove is up; no man Moments of Agonized Suspense for
Pittsburg Window Cleaner.
can be arrested till the glove is down.
Hiram Johnson, a colored window-cleane- r
God save the king.
Each sentenced
at tho Frick building, hung
is rhornsed by the children standing
round, and at the conclusion they suspendo I hv a single strap 200 feet
scramble for nuts. The glove is taken above ihv street for half an hour recently, s a Pittsburg dispatch. lie
Purchaser When you sold mo this down at sunset.
was cleaning a window from the outhorse you said he was without faults.
side of the twelfth story. Ho had the
World's Smallest Graveyard.
Now
llnd he's lame.
What Is said to be the smallest regulation harness strapped about him
Horse Dealer Well, lameness ain't
Ho was
graveyard in the world may bo seen at to keep him from falling.
a fault
it's an allliction..
Galashiels, England. For over a hun- leaning backward, cleaning the upper
dred years no internments have taken pane, and bearing considerable weight
Telepathic Communication.
"So you ran across dat milllonair.'s place, and the graveyard may now be
when he was goin' down de road?"
said Meandering Mike.
"Yes." answered Plodding Pete.
"Any conversation?"
We jos' exchanged thoughts
"No.
wishln' had his money an' he was
wlshin' he had my appetite."
i

j

three-cornere-

j

ar-y-

JUUUI
B
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Another Peace Conference.
The Rich Father "So you want to
marry my daughter, young man?"
The Young Man "That's the idea,
sir."
"Well, I consent. That's settled."
"Yes. sir; now we will consider the
proposition for a concession of lands
and a money indemnity."
Worse and More of It.
"Gee, but I'm unlucky."
"What's the trouble?"
".My wife drove me out of the house
with a club and
don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And now she's suing me for desertion!"

Higgs There
man has to lie to

are
1i1h

times

when

a

wife.

Jiggs--Anworse than t lint, there
are times when ho has to tell tho
truth.
d

Take That.
make a business of knowing
everything."
"Yos, and you try to know a lot of
things that arc none of your business
whatover."
"I

0

:

innd

A Neglected Corner In Galashieia.
More Training.
"Do you think that actors get tho utylod "no man's land," and a receptacle for rubbish.
training now that they once had?"
The burial place measures 22 ft. :
"Yes," answered Mr. Stonlngtor.
Barnes, "I am happy to say that they M ft. and is surrounded by walls. Of
get more training. I can remember the two tombstones which have surthe time whey my company would vived neglect and abuse, one may bis
travel for miles without .seeing the in- ;ioon on our picture, blocking up th.s
entrance and the other a large fiat
side of a train."
one may be observed In the center
of the graveyard.
Avoiding a Greater Expense.
a
good
Jiggins
must
think
Giffle
Immense Loaf of Bread.
bit of his wife.
Probably the largest loaf of broad
SpinkH Why So?
Giffle He gives her an allowance ever baked has been on exhibition at
tho Minnesota state fair. It was four-tooof $20 a week.
foot long, two and a half foot
Spinks Oh. ho's foxy. Ho knows she
weighed 300 pounds.
through,
could got nt least $50 alimony.

ld

Wfil

H

upon the strap. Ono of the hooks
which fastened tho strap to the build-tagave way. and in a moment the
man was dangling in midair.
As his entire weight was hold by
tho strap atul t ho one remaining hook
Id tho side or tho building ho realized
tlPit this uncertain support, might give
wfty at ni. "niomenr. The man yelled
lur'tlly for Jielp, for he had swung
clear of thr window and could not
reach tho sill again. His cries were
hor-rby tho men in tho ofTice as well
as by tho proplo on tho street below.
Tht in on in tho office rescued him
fio.tt his yiorilous position.

found. This is a free country and is inhabited by a liberal people, who arc protected in life, liberty, happiness and the
enjoment of property.
There is little of
good that emanates from a partisan paper
or a prejudiced politician, and there should
be reason and honest purpose in every utterance of a good newspaper, and in every
This paper
act of the upright politician.
will endeavor to pursue a high, moral and
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Tucumcari

TO THE PEOPLE
is grateful to the

people

of
Tucumcari for the liberal courtesy shown
its editor since his arrival here, which was
on account of sickness in his family, delay
ed for more than a month; and which as
consequence, delayed the launching of the

The Nuws

The enterprise is
however, starting with .1 liberal patronage
and we will undertake to show our appre
ciation by improving the paper's service to
the people as fast as we become acquaint
ed with them and the facts relative to theirs

paper for a like period.

and the county's wellbeing.
We shall be pleased to have you come
into our office aud tell us who you are, and
whatever you know about the country, and
its advantages and possibilities in stock,
We
farming and business opportunities.

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
Put in a Phone

Street, as

we

have troubles of our own.
We have cast our lot among you, not
because we had to, or because we thought
you had to have us, but as a matter 0
choice; because we believe in the future of
your town and county. Tucumcari is at
the right place on the map to become an
important railroad point in the near future.
Your sheep interests are the best in the
Southwest; the cattle industry is a money
maker; the farmer is here and is building
comfortable homes on your broad acres,
and is amply rewarded for his labor by a
bounteous yield of various sorts of profitable products. The soil is a chocolate loam,
mellow and rich; the water sweet and pure
and plentiful; the climate such that stock
graze the year 'round, and fatten on nature's wide meadows. So it appeals to us
that the only crime that may be alleged
against one who is fortunate enough to
become your neighbor, is that he is a man
of judgment and good balance.
The political policy of this paper will be
republican, because we believe the republican party is the party of progress and
hence, should be the party of the people,
who accepted its principles and made it
their choice by a majority of a million and a
half of ballots in the last presidential election. However, we are not that stamp of
republican journals who believe "there are
Our policy
no noblemen, but Romans."
shall be republican, as to principles ofgov-ern- t,
but the honest recognition of merit

and its truthful commendation

The Phone is a Time
Saver. Ask Central I
for Trains.

it

Do

Trine is Money.

Now.

OFFICE MAIN STREET CURREN BUILDING.

dignified course in its editorial utterances
and will abstain absolutely from undignified personalities.
We do not believe it is the province of a
to John
newspaper to play hobby-horsRoe;
Doe that he may scourge Richard
neither to regulate the domestic relations
of your household, nor to draft the protocol
through which the petty difficulties of local
belligerents may be adjusted at least, we
do not so understand, and shall not attempt
to practice.
But, when the issue is the
betterment of this town, community and its
people, the News will find its place and
e

Tucumcdri

Townsite & Investment (o.
Tucumcari Land (o.

Business and Residence Lots For Sale

mmJ

If in the pursuit of the policy we have
outlined, we should be so unfortunate as to
warp a politician occasionally, or inconven
ience a grafter well, we may get our re

THE- -

ward in Heaven.
Cattlemen and sheepmen

have

good season; beef, mutton and wool

had

Legal Tender Saloon

a

com

The Pioneer House of the Kind in the City.
WINES, BRANDIES, LIQVORS AND CIGARS.
call and see us.
MORGAN
GRVBBS,

l

PROPS.

W, T, NICHOLISON

1,500 lambs here this week at $2.40. M r.
Long of Endee, sold a few hundred lambs

General BlacKsmithing

So
recently, tipping the beam at 8olt.
t is plain to be seen that the sheep inter- terests here are A 1. Several hundred cars
of sheep and cattle are shipped from this
point eyery year. There are several large
ranches in this vicinity. The Bell ranch,
one of wealthiest cattle companies in the
territory, lies just north of us; the Pajarita
company, east; and the Three T's further
east and south. Thus, Tucumcari has re
sources that justify continuous growth.

The town of Tucumcari was laid out four

years ago, on the advent of the R. I.
Ry. and has grown to apopulatior. of 1,100
people, and is in every way a modern town.
We have a First National Bank, carrrying
close to $100,000 of deposits; a handsome
public school building with a graded school
in it, employing four teachers; with an enpupils, There are three
rollment of
churches; the town is supplied with electric lights and telephone system; water
works, ice plant and steam laundry are in
the Embryo, and we are informed will be
installed within the year. All lines of the
mercantile trade are represented, a hospital is talked of, and the county has an exA number of
cellent court house and jail.
building lots have changed hands lately,
and some substCnitial buildings are contemplated. A colonization plan is being organized by some of our citizens to secure
a rapid settlement of Quay county.
The
Rock Island is aiding the enterprise,
and
we will have more to say about in a later
svherever issue,

1

Agt.

M. B. GOLDENBERG,

offer its best efforts.

manding good prices. Gross, Kelley & Co.
shipped several hundred sheep, recently,
at good figures; the M. 13. Goldenberg Co.
head a few days ago at good prices,
S.ooo
want you to feel that this paper is your
have handled large quan- both
companies
paper, and that you are at liberty to come
shipped
ties
wool.
of
Iiremont
in and talk to its editor about any and
everything that mav help to make this a lambs that weighed 78V0 and netted him
Geo. Spence is
better town and a more prosperous com $4.50 in Kansas City.
City, at
to
Kansas
shipping
lambs
7,000
to
us
tell
munity in fact, we want you
is
loading
at
He
without
a
cut.
$3.00
in
these
everything except your troubles;
will
Tofoya
out
load
Corona.
Brothers
you
to
refer
matters we shall be compelled
to our excellent sheriff, Mr.

Mgr.

FARR HERRING,

aud Wood Work.:
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Local and Personal
A. A. Blankinship
W.

is improving his

C. Urytlun, of Daw.'ion, was hurt! ovur

Sunday.
C. C. Hancock, of iJalhart, was a visisor
Tuesday.
This ghost walked for the school teachers
last Monday.
Wm. Troup is building an additon to
his residence
J. S. Kichniond, Trinidad, spent Sunday in Tucuincari.
The school boys, the Juniors, played ball
Thursday afternoon.
Gross Kelly & Co. are going to ship 4,000
lambs to Jones, Mich.
Joe Israel and family have raturned
from Colorado Springs.
Morgan & Grubbs are painting the
wainscoating of their Saloon.
of Dawson, was a
W. I., luixworlh.
guest of the Glenrock, Saturday.
Rev. French will occupy the pulpit to
morrow at the Methodist Church.
G. E. Moore is buying the lot and building he is occupying on main street.
J. I. Hannan, the insurance man of
Albuquerque, was iu town a day or two.
S. N. lirewer is taking the ranks of
Knighthood in the local order of K. of I'.
Judge Long, of Las Vegas, called on the
N i:vs force, while on a business visit here.
A catalogue and course of study will be
issued for the public school in a short time.
S. F. Churchhill, manager of Ilfeld &
Co., sheep interest, was in town a day or

x

s

O. E Cobb, M. Dalbey and G. (
Coaley, all of Dawson, were at the Plaza,
Saturday and Sunday.
Thomas Linsley representing Weitheirh,
Swartz A Co., boots and shoes, St. Louis,
was a business visitor.
A. D. Phillips, fireman on the Dawson,
was off duty for a few days this week on
account a sprained rist.
C. V. Robinson, with the E. P. & S. W.
at Dawson, was among the guests at the
Glenrock, Wednesday.
W. L. Patterson,
Prop, of the Phtonix
barber shop, is looking after business interests in Stratford, Texas.
Mrs. W. R. Ridley came in Monday
night from Raton, where she had been
visiting during the summer.
Hieroltzcr, representing the National
racking Co.. ut Hutchison. Kan., was a
business visitor Thursday.
The school bags given away this week at
M. B. Goldenberg Go's, are making the
school boys and girls happy.
J.J. McCourt, with Armour Packing
Company, traveling out of El Paso, was a
business visitor here Monday.
John Hughes, a prominent stockman of
the east end ol tne county was a business
visitor to Tucumcari, Monday.

The Baptist Church revival was well
patronized.
Rev. Reece is now out of
town conducting another meeting.
Alex. D. Goldenberg and John Whit
more, merchants, went to Albuquerque to
attend the Grand Lodge of Masons.
Cards are out announcing the wedding of
Benito Haca and Miss Ethel Hodges, very
prominent young people of this city.
Ernest Langston received the Grand
Lodge appointment as District Deputy G
C. for the Knight Lodge of this city.
S. C. Pantlolfo is just finishing a three- room cottage near the school house. Car
penter Joe Galbreath was the builder.
Hon. M. Rudulph, County Superintend
ent of schools, of Alamocitas, was here
looking after business matters, Monday
Charles Kohn, of the firm of Kohn
Brothers, general merchants of Montoya
and his mother spent a day or two in town
S. C. Pantlolfo was in town a few hours
and hastened back to El Paso where he
opening an insurance business.

iwo.
Kothchilds
liillio Wolf, representing
Co., hats, was here calling on business
men.
J. A. Street bought a wagon load of fat
hogs from Mr. Walker of Undue Wednesday.
E. Gordon, engineer, K. W. Goudy, of
Alamogordo, were at the Glenrock, Tuesday.
Don't fail to read the ads in tne News
and avail yourself of the information they
offer.
N. A. Spence, Chicago, representing
I'arwell, was a guest of the Glenrock Sunday.
U. Church representing Herbert, SpenM. B Fowler has just finished an ad
cer Uartlett, interviewed the trade here
Monday.
He i
dition to his bottling works plant.
a larger business next sum
for
preparing
&
W.
S.
J. W Stewart, with the E. P.
mcr.
at Alamogordo, spent a day or two .in
G. A. Moore is painting and preparing
his restaurant and will open it again in a
week or so.

J. A. Street, sheriff, rode the goat the
third heat in the K. of P. Lodge last Wed
nestlay night. There was nothing sensa
tional happened.

Agent Ilargis is just finishing a hand
among
residence in the east end
people some
of the city.
It is a stone structure and
Thursday.
makof a veiy pretty home.
Sylvano Haca, sheepman, luiilee, was
Our gents furnishing line can't be beat
here recently looking for some bucks for
in this section of N. Mex. Satisfaction
his ranch.
guaranteed or your money refunded.
We
Capt. McMurray, former dipt, of Texas lead and others follow.
Rangers, was here representing K. Grab- The M. B. Goldenberg Co
feller & Co.
Col. Theo. W. Heman has been afflicted
Mrs. no. Lawson is recovering trom a of a heavy cold for several days, but
serious illness following the birth of a getting the bettor of it, and will be himself
daughter.
again in a day or two.
James Sanchez, one of our prominent
Sherifl Street deals with the six shooter
sheepmen, was an appreciated visitor to people in a summary manner.
He does
this office.
not hold to the theory that six shooters and
Ed. Ellis, the drayman, is building a civilization go together.
new cottage on the south side of the city,
The M. B. Goldenberg Co. shipped
nuar the court house.
few days ago 8,000 head of sheep, lambs

There was a game at
some of our prominent

j
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Treatment Good,

Good Wines,
Liquors and Cigars,

:

JAMES

LANIGAN,

-

Proprietor

-
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E AD'S
and Bakerv.
We .solicit a share of your patronage.

-

REGULAR MEALS,

25 CENTS.

The best of everything the market affords.
FULL LINE OF BREAD, PIES AND CAKES.
FRESH OYSTERS IN SEASON.
Phone 34.

3

Season
utter

Membership
Transferable

Jlntj person reading this card may icithoul doubt or hesita
tion butt into the Lobby Saloon and sample our fine line of
Jrnes, Liquors and Crars.
----

---

HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.
.40

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

49

White

Elephant

Saloon.
&

Kentucky Whiskies,
TRY THEM.

2
?

A. B. DAUBER,

PROP.

it

lennis

society

four-roo-

The family of M. H. Koch, the photog- 5,000 and 3,000 ewes, sold to Kulp Bros
rapher, has arrived from White Oaks, and Kansas City buyers, sold some and will
have moved into the neat little white
tage just south of the gallery.

cot-

feed the balance.
ig good.

The price is private but

A. D. GOLDICNBIiKG,

Puns.

E. L. TAYLOR,

Sui'T.

TUCUMCARI

Water, Ice

I Power

Co.

(INCORPORATED.)

Every enterprising citizen should patronize
a. local industry or enterprise.

WK ARB II3CRK TO STAY, AND SOLICIT

YOUR PATRONAGE).
OUR

RATES REASONABLE.

ORCHID

LlVETvVater for Milk Cooling.
ihe Color of But
Breeds of Cows
Success in butter making depends)
ter,
very Inrgeiy on tlie uniount of wntet
..re noted for tho
r.reeds ut
available and its quality, both as to variations in cot
color of their butter
the
purity and temperature. Where mill
tho highest
Tho breed that produce
has to be shipped to the city, or to the
of butter is tin- Guernsey, n
creamery or bottling plant, it must, color
breed that originated on tho Island ot
immediately after being drawn, be Guernsey
in tho Uritish Channel. This
cooled to a temperature as near fiO breed may come to be extensively
degrees ns possible. The fanner who bred and
used on account of the high
has a large supply of ice will find no color it gives the butter. Moreover,
trouble in obtaining these results, but the c.ipr of the butter from this breei
most farmers have no ice in sufficient
and on drj
is high even in
quantities to enable them to cool the feeds. If there winter a time who:
conies
milk twice a day throughtout the en- butter contains only the color natur
tire milking seaHon. In the northern ally found in it. doubtless Guemsc:
climates the farmers have below them cows will bo at a premium. Next t
n source of water supply that is selthe Guernsey stands the Jersey, who.,
dom fully utilized. Twenty feet below
butter is also yellow, yet not so ye!
the surface of the ground begins the low as that of the Guernsey. Durham
zone of thermal equilibrium. Tills cows produce sometimes a fairly col
.one extends down to about 80 feet, in ored
butter, but at. other times am'
depth. This means that there is n with other individuals
butter is
layer of about CO feet of earth that nearly white. Ayrshire the and
has a uniform temperature throughproduce a butter that is yellow
out the year. This temperature de- only in the summer time and on greeu
creases as we go north and increases feeds.
In tho winter It is nearly
as we go south. In Manitoba the
white.
In the butler mad'j from our
is nbout 40 degrees, in northnative cows there are all gradations
ern Wisconsin about 4f., in northern of color. This
is due to the fact oi
Illinois around 50, and a little south their mlxed-uorigin. The old Devon
of that about
degrees. The writer breed, which was the foundatioi.
tested the wnte-- r at one Illinois cream-frstock- - in some localities on the eastern
and found it to have a temperacoast, gave milk that was ery richly
ture of 50 degrees. This water was colored, while many
of the other anl- '
being used in the cooling of milk. It mals gave nearly
mill;. . T'.i.
white
will thus be seen that a farmer who
result is that tlioir descendants giv
has a well from ao to 40 feet deep milk that has no particular
charac
has reached well into the zone of ther terlstic as to color. Adelberi Shadl.t r
mal equilibrium. If the water is ger, Booue Co.. Mo
drawn from the bottom of the well
instead of from the surface, the farmer has a fair substitute for ice.
Acid Strength of Vinegar.
In .sumo of our states tho pure foot',
farmer should have a windmill, or
some other mechanical power for the laws regulate the strength of vinegar,
raising of water. In such a case ho and it is quite generally required tha'
can pump a steady stream of water cider vinegar shall have at least 4.5
into the vat in which his cans are per cent of acetic acid. It is assumed
placed and the milk will be quickly that if the vinegar does not come up
reduced from its temperature of over to this requirement the product ha
:)0 degrees to about 50 degrees.
This been adulterated by the adding of
supply of cold water is too often not water. Yet it is a fact that can be
utilized. It is no uncommon sight in demonstrated that some of the cider
traveling through the country to see a made from apples will not produce
can of milk sitting in a tub of water vinegar that has the required amount
beside the wel' curb. The tub has of acetic acid. This seems never to
been tilled with surface water from
have been considered by the legisthe well and has been quickly raised lators. If partly ripe apples are used
in temperature by the heat escaping or if the apples have passed beyond
from the can. It is not surprising that their prime they sometimes do not conin such milk, lactic acid ferments detain enough sugar to produce 4.5 per
velop rapidly, and that the milk keeps cent of acetic acid in the vinegar.
V:
for but a short time. Such milk, in- do not say that the law should be
stead of having a temperature of HO changed, but warn farmers to use
degrees, will bo found to have a tem- fully matured apples. It is also Uk
perature nearer 70, which is a tem- part of wisdom to avoid the soakim;
perature admirably adapted to the of the pomace with water and squeezmultiplication of bacteria.
ing it a second time to get out more
of the juice. It is true that if th-Retain the Humus:.
vinegar is to lie used at home tlili
What is known as humus in the may make no difference, but It may
soil is vegetable matter in the process If the vinegar is to be
sold on th?
of decay. Some of this vegetable matmarket. If cider has been made frov.i
ter decays in a few weeks, while oth- unripe apples
or toakod pomace th
ers require several years to cliange water content may
b.v
be
their form. This mass of vegetable giving it an opportunity toreduced
ovaporat.i
matter in tho soil adds bulk to it, a certain per cent of water while it
which bulk both helps to let in the Is undergoing tho
changes
air and to retain moisture. The de- required to make itchemical
into vinegar.
caying vegetable matter holds more
moisture than tho soil particles, and
Useless Work of Inspection.
it has been shown that soil rich in
Much
ut
bolt: 5
the
work
humus has a larger per cent of moix
by
tho
Dairy
Illinois
ture at all times of year than does don.'
Food Commission Is wasted
soil out of which ihe humus has been and
Humus is destroyed not effort. Men are sent around to th
exhausted.
only by this natural tendency to (lo- various creameries and make elaboi-atreports of everything connected
ony, but by its exposure to the sun,
when it has been turned up by the with the creameries. These reports
arc published annually, and that Is all
plow.
It is also destroyed by quicklime, which in doing so liberates the there is to it. Xo prosecutions are
undertaken, and we fail to see where
plant food. For this reason tho application of fresh lime to soil is fre- anything comes of tho work", except
quently destructive in its results. Tho that tho officials find some way to
loss of humus in the soil weakens it narn their salaries. There could be
in regard to its ability to resist drouth but one reason for having tho Dairy
and Food Commission Inspect the
and to produce crops. Augustus
dairies, and that is to prevent
Adams Co.. 111.
conditions existing. Tho
In Canada there is a movement in more making and publishing of a refavor of central curing stations for port does not affect the situation at
nil.
oheese.
-

RAISERS

SING

PRAI9E.

Rare Specimen Sought for Years Is
Found In Tibet.
Great excitement lias hern caused
among orchid collectors by the in for- mat Ion that, a rat e specimen whose
habitat for nearly fifty years has been
sought in ain has been rediscovered.
There came to London in 1S57, from
India, a miscellaneous stock of orchids. They were duly sold at auction, and some of thein wero bought
by a Mr. Falrlie of Liverpool. In bio
possession they bloomed, and one of
thorn was recognized as a variety previously unknown and of singular beau- ty. It was named after Its owner
Cyprlpodlum Falriennum. The Indian
several other
collection couiained
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Fp'rieanum,

on i li Tibet hot (lot
Wlo.t native liiaml
.
has been i
after bclni;
list fifty .ears.
specimens of the same plant and
keen was the competition that ensued
fcr their possession. But most of tho
purchasers simply wasted their money,
the plants did not flourish. The origiFor
nal stock dwindled and died.
many years there has been only a:
specimen in existence among or.ild
collectors, mid a diminutive one at
that. Hut its possession has been sufficient to confer additional distinction
on its distinguished owner. Sir Trovoi
Lawrence, president of the Royal Horticultural Society. Tho aim of every
orchid enthusiast is to get hold of an
orchid that nobody else has. Sir
Trevor lias several times boon offered
big sums for his puny Fairieanum.
but nothing could induce him to part
with It.
The Tibet expedition, which sought
to open up the Forbidden Land to the
trade of India, brought back specimens of pretty nearly everything that
could be obtained In that grim region.
One member of the mission who was
a botanist discovered a lot of orchids,
which were sent to Calcutta.
From
thence two of them wove dispatched
to Kew Gardens.
Ono of them has
just flowered and experts have pronounced It tho long sought and rediscovered Fairieanum.

Jllll

Curious Epitaphs.

present vicar of Kirk Braddan. aged
Anno 1(578, deceased An.
.ifS'J." The reverend gentleman had
hi tombstone erected eleven years
Vffore he died.
The Incident, however, is not so uncommon as would u
that appear. There is erected a stone
)
i Onchnn (I. O. M.) churohyard today, snored to the memory 0f a man
vho Is still alive.
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Douglas

3.Do&53.:00SHOESro,

W. L. Douglas $4.00 Cilt Edge Lino
cannot bo oquallocl at any price.

i
111

r.fianiiniioii

.lniy

ti. 1876.

w.L.anum as makes and THAU
MORE MEM' SS.GO SHOES sells
3

ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER
(..

Close to tho principal cntranco to
old Kirk Braddan (Eng.) churchyard
is a stone which probably not ono In
a thousand of the thousands cf visitors who assemble there Sunday by
Sunday ever notice. It has engraved
upon it the following curious intimation: "Hero unlerlyeth the body f
the Rev. Mr. Patrick Thompson, minister of God's Word forty years, at

"1-

Mn ii 'ii.

Mfl find
glU,UUU

to anyone who cm
dltprovo this Statement.

REWARD

W. t.. Donjlus $.1.50 ftliors linve tiy their excellent style, cany fitting, anil superior s enrlni;
qualltlct, achieved the luruct tale oi any $J.50
flhoo In the world. They are Just as good bjj
those that cost you $5.0U to 57.00 the onlv
dIKerence Is the price. W I could tuke you Into
my factory at Brockton, Mnua., the largest In
tho world under ono roof innkln
ineiru fine
hoes, and show you the cure with which every
pislr of Douglas shoes Is mode, you would realize
why W. I.. Doup.las $3.50 shoe are the best
shoes produced In the world.
If I could show you the difference between tho
shoes made In my factory iind those of other
makes, you would understand why Douglas
$3.50 shoes cost more to make, why they hold
their shiipe, fit better, wear longer, and are of
greattr Intrlnolc vuhio than any other 5J.50
hoe on the mnrkee
W. L. Douqfaa Strong Motto Shoes for
Man, $2. BO, $2.00. Bays' School &
Orean ShooB,$it.60, $2, 1.76, $1. BO
Ii.Mst upon h:iviii "VV.L.Iiong.
CAUTION.
slino". Tiik-- i n nuhst It ut r. Xono genuine
without his i. iin unit prlro utmnpod on bottom.
iVANTF.D, A
doalnr Inoviiry turn wliern
. I.. JjnueU
si
mo imt Fold. 1'nll lino ol
lumples Hont fro fur Inspoi'tJnn upon request.
fast Color Eyelets used; thei will not wear brapjL
Write for JUuitrnti'il 'kU& i.i.'L.Jfid
Y. I.. DOLUUAS,
li ocktoji, iilktt.

BEAUTIFUL BIRD

IS AMERICAN.

Warblers Found on No Other
Continent but This.
So small that the casual glance
does not reveal their presence,
the greo family oC wood warblers Is
almoat without exception the moat
brilliantly and striking colored of our
American bird Rioups. The lover of
the beauties of nature will be well
repaid by careful scrutiny of the little
jewel-likcreatures, either with Held
glasses or the naked eye, for there are
none of them unreasonably timid, and
patience will rev rial marvels in the
way of artistic color combinations.
The wood warbler family Is distinctly American. On no other contineut
in the world is it represented. Somo
Wood

e

'l

Warblers.

Yellow

Yellow

"Warble

sixty species are included in its classification.
Kor the most part the birda
are of ridiculously inadequate propor
lions to combat with the dangers of.
the long biannual journey which they
make in the effort to obtain the in
sect food upon which they subsist.
Uninformed persons often confuse
them with humming birds and wrens.
They nre inconspicuous in i heir movements, keeping always in the shelter
of the leaves of trees or shrubbery.
"Willi
exceptions, notably
several
among them the palm warbler, they
rarely alight on tlie ground, preferring to slip nervously but painstakingly about green upper foliage, removing many small and noxious insects which escape the larger and
better known bird workers in the Interest of the horticulturist. Chicago
News.

Early Egyptians in France.
There has just been laid before the
French Academy of Sciences a well
authenticated case of prehistoric Egyptian remains found among the prehistoric remains of ancient CJnul. The
connection between Gaul and Egyp
was established in this way:
A card of cut Hints of the Neolithic
period was obtained from Egypt, and
a card of exactly similar Hints found
on Moil island, nine miles from Marseilles, was shown with them.
At tho spot on the island where
these flints wore excavated there were
found lying nearest tho surface some
Koman pottery; below that Greek pottery, with Llgurlan and Egyptian still
lower, and below these again masses
of marine shells, pottery and Hints
different from any yet found.
The remains found go back for at
IpihL 5, OltO years. London Globe.
Ubeful Ideas of Two Women.
The idea of the reaper was suggested by a Virginia lady who, in au
emergency, tied together two pairs of
shenr.M and instructed a negro man
how to clip a grass plot. That humble luntrurnent of comfort, so extensively manufactured in America, the
safety pin, was tho suggestion of hor
mijesty Queen Victoria.

I

REQUISITE

ONE

FOR

SUCCESS.

NO

Press

Steadily Onward and Never
Think of Failure.
A happy minded woman camo from
(he West to take hor place In the van
with the girl who works the girl with
a purpose an ambition beyond anel- ety. That she was In earnest there
could be no doubt.
She began with stenography;
she
took a course in physical culture; she
studied the work of hook cover de- signing; she oven spent a week as a
cloak model; she tried to win success
as an advertising agent. In nothing
could she achieve any success. Yet
she worked hard and was encouraged
and aided by friends. Hut she failed
to keep on at any of
the many
branches she adopted, says Success.
It is not. always possible to see the
stars beckoning us. A philosophic
woman has written, we must dig to
llnd our star, lint we must keep on
blindly, sometimes through the darkness, with nothing but tho keeping
on itself in view. Worry not over environment or lack of the Immediate
success that may be our due. Was-not time over small regrets or fail-in- s
or small achievements.
These things only prove that you
are alive and in the battle, just as the
singing of a bullet tells a soldier i''"!
he i in the field, lint when tho tiled
time comes to you the girl who
works and you look over untrodden
fields where the daisies may glow alluringly and the star of success may
perch low enough to reach withom
too much straining, just stick to your
purpose, whatever It may be.

DOUBT

IT WAG HER TRUNK.

Familiarity of the Contents Went
for Anything.
Tho old lady had lost tho check to
her t runic, and the depot ofllcluls said
that she must enumerate the contents
and satisfy them that it belonged to
If

KIDNEY TROUBLE
DUE TO CATARRH.

her.

"Wall, now," she began, "right on
top of everything you'll find a red
woolen shirt that I was taking to my
brother William. William has rheupowerful
matism, and red woolen
good for that."
"What, else?"
"Then you come to three now sheets
for Aunt Mary, with a new bcl quilt
for Aunt Sarah. Then there's a calico dress pattern for Aunt. Mary's oldest girl, and a catskln cap for Aunt
Sarah's oldest boy. Then you come
to my clothes. There's a silk dress
that has been turned

The Curative Power of
in Kidney Disease the Talk
of the Continent.
A

Nicholas .1. Hertz, Metnoer of Ancient
Order of Workmen. Capitol Lodge,
No. 140, Pearl Street Hotel, Albany,
X. Y. writes:
"A few months ago T contracted a
heavy eold which settled in my kidneys,
and each time I was exposed to inclement w eather the trouble, was aggravated
until finally I was unable, to work.
"After trying many of the adver-

"Then You'll Find a Jar of Raspberry
Jam."
Leading Up to It.
and made over again, and there's "
"I wish you would look at this
"I think the trunk must be yours,"
watch and see what's tho matter with said tho baggageman.
it," the man said, handing il over.
"Wall, there's the old corset I
Tho jeweler examined It.
bought five years ago, a white skirt
"I can't see anything wrong," he that I'm going to put some new trimsaid.
ming on, and an alpaca dress that I
"What seems to be the troumay give .0 Aunt Mary If she hain't
ble?"
"It. has lost nearly a minute In the growed too stout. Then you'll find "
last three months."
"You can have the trunk, ma'am."
"That isn't worth making a fuss
"Then you'll find a jar of raspberry
jam, a bottle of currant wine and
over."
"I didn't know but one of tho jewsome "
els might have broken, or something."
"Take it along, ma'am it's your
"None of 'em dropped out?"
trun?i for sure."
"Xo, they're all right."
"''es, it's my trunk, but now that
"It isn't full jeweled, anyhow, Is it?' you have got me naming the contents
"Yes, it's full jeweled."
I'd u'ke to tell you that there are two
"I've been suspecting lately that the pain; of shoes, three pairs of stockcase is only washed."
ings, my last year's bonnet, an extra
"You're wrong. It's solid gold."
waist and "
"But. it isn't a first class make, is
Hut the baggageman
pulled the
it?"
trunk around, broke off one of the
"Yc3, there's nothing better in tho handles, bent the lock and told her
market."
that he wouldn't be responsible for
"I'm glad to hoar you say so. Per- spontaneous combustion if the thing
haps you wouldn't mind letting mo remained there fifteen minutes longer.
have a fifty on it?" Chicago Tribune.
A River That Bridges Itself,
miles
7he Chewing Puppy.
''or a stretch of twenty-twWhat household has not at some the Itiver Colorado in Texas, has
time had a puppy, and what woman bridged Itself with logs of wood,
has not been bothered by their chew- which have jammed so tightly from
ing everything within reach? As soon j one bank to the other that even dyna-- t
as our puppies begin to want to chew mile is powerless to clear a way. It
anything we furnish
them with a was at first only a slight jam of logs,
chewing slick, for (lie same reason which three or four men could have
wo give a baby a rubber ring. T.bl- -' dealt with effectively;
but it has
grown at an enormous rate, and, In
.stick is simply a part of a broom handle about ten inches in length. some places, has become solid ground,
Every time he chows anything else with vegetation and trees growing
he is punished and then given tho upon it. Roads have
been cut
slick, and ho soon learns to chew that through, ovei which teams cross from
and nothing else. Wo had one puppy bank to bank as unconcernedly as
who would even whino for it. If it was though a great river was not rolling
whero ho couldn't get it. Chicago swiftly underneath. The monster raft
has become an object of Interest to
.louiT.nJ.
tourists, but tho authorities are talc-- I
ing steps to break up tho bridge as
Timely Warning.
At a certain high school in this city soon as possible. Montreal Herald.
it is the custom to discuss briefly the
Alcoholic Drink from Rice.
morning's news before tnkng up the
Tho alcoholic drink used in fho
regular work of the day. In this conin China, is
nection, an instructor in the school province of
in question tells of a funny Incident. made from fermented rice. FermenOne day the teacher ascended to tation is Induced by the addition of
her desk, paper in hand. Sho spread cakes made of wheat meal. An ex-- ;
tho paper on the desk and glanced at amlnatlon of these cakes by K. Saito
of the first page. -- The shows that tho particles oJ wheat are
the head-line- s
penetrated through and through by
first head that I observed this morning."- said she, "is 'Poolroom Raid- tho my eel la of various fungi. Some
ed.' " Sho then raised her head, and seven or moro different species weie
with the utmost feeling in her voice found. Theso fungi grow on the moist-enorice, fermentation follows and t
said
yellow liquid with an agreeable od.ir
"Uoya, novoij, never touch a cue!"
!r produced.
Harper's Weoklj'.
o

j

Che-Kian-

tised remedies for kidney trouble, I
finally took Peruua.
"In a week che intense pains in
my back were much relieved and in
four weeks I was able to take up
my work again.

still continued to use Peruna for
at the end of that
time whs perfectly well.
now take a dose or two when I
have been exposed and find that it
.splendid to keep me well."
Hundreds of Cures.
T)r. Hartm.'tn is constantly in receipt
of testimonials from people who have
been cured of chronic and complicated
kidney disease by Peruna. Kor freo
medical advice, address Dr. Tlartinan.
President of The llartmaii Sanitarium,
Columbus. Ohio.
I

another month and
1

UNSEEN

IN

A SAW

There are unieou tulux about this Saw. You
cannot see. tho tine texture of the Steel; take
iv sharp, cutting edue and holds it longer thun
uti y otiior Saw. You cannot sec tho toughness
of "ilbre; hernia without h break or a kink.
SI Li Y Hit STlZKL, this lluest crucible iteel iu
the world, It made on the Atkins formula,
tempered nnil hardened by thu Atkins secret
proems, and used only In Atkins Saws. You
cannot seu tho perfectly graduated toper of
tho blade; ruus easily, without buii.iliitf.
aud
Hut you can sho thu Atkins trado-rnarIt Is your protection w lieu you buy a Saw. We
s
urn
aud our trade nark on u Saw
means that It Is our owu make and that we
are Justly proud of It. Wo mfiLe all type
and slzeb of Saws for all purposes.
Atkins Saws, Corn Knives, Perfection Flcfbr
Scrapers, etc., arc sold by all good hardware
dealers. Catalogue on request.
E. C. ATKINS (EL CO.. Inc.
Largeit Saw Manufacturer!

In

the World.

Factory and Executive Officej, laiHanapolii, Indiana.
UIIASCHES; New York, ChlcaRo, MlnneapolU,
rortluiul, (OroKon), Henttle,, Hun Kranclsco,
a anau).
aieinim, aiimuul aim
Accept oo Subatitute Insist on the Atldoi Braad
--

bOLD 13Y GOOD

DEMURS

EVERYWfl

Don't Get Wet!
TOWER'S SLICKERS
will keep you dry as
nothing else will, because
they are the product of
the best materials and
seventy years' experi- ence in manufacturing.- A. J. TOWER CO.
Boston, U.S.A.

:

TOWER CANADIAN CO,,

BRASS

Me.

Toronto, Can.

tei

f
'II

Professional Cards.
Additional

Local.

Tin' Telephone Kxi'lunge has moved
from the Connnt budding across lln' street
into tin Curren building.

'V

.

:

,'

vt

j

WHARTON,

14.

Attohnkv at Law.
do a general Civil and Criminal practice. Give promt personal nt tun lion to all
I

Wo notice n great amount of new goods
arriving this week for Tucumcari niorcntus. dusiuess.
This looks as though the business ou'look Al.'itnogordo,
vro encouraging.

fflf

li. II. Jenkins, wealthy ranchman from
Carlsbad, purchased n Int'RO amount of
sheep hero recently, nnd is going to fund fnr
the market at Carlsbad.

New Mexico.

JjATTIiSON

&

MATT

Attounp.vs

IX

SON,

at Law.

Office over First National Bank

will feed Tucuincnri.
K. Carter, tho postmaster,
New
hundred ewes this winter on Kaffir
Corn and Milo Maize nt the young farm
C. MliCIIltM,
a lew miles out of 'Puctimcnri.
John Madden. Manager of the I'ajarito
District Attounmsv,
Live Stock Company, was in town Wodues- Tucumcjiri,
Now
da en route to Santa Fo, hither bound on
a mission of business for his company.
C. DAVIDSON,
A. U. Simpson Mas bought a 25 ft. lot
from the Tucumcari Townsite and Invest
Law,
ment Co. on tho warehouse track west of
Attorn kv
depot. He will build on it right nway.
Now
Tucumcari,
Father A. Healterman, priest of this
diocese, resident at Puerto de Luna, was
an appreciated caller at this ollice Tues M . H .
day.
le visits Tununcari frequently.
A

In

Moxieo.

-

Mexico.

(

at

0.

K. MEAT .MARKET.
STREET & JONES.
Fresh a$d Salt Meats, Pis Feet,

)

Buticr and Eggs.
FisK and Oysters m Season.

MAIM

Miss Barker, primary teacher in the pub
lic school, spent last week in Las Vegas,
where she went to be present at her sisters
wedding. Mrs. I looper is filling her place.

Harry K. Neal spent several days visiting homefolks in Tttcuuiiari this week.
Marry is conducting a business in the new
Me says business is
town of Texico,

Poultry.

S. N. Brewer brought in a wagon

1

load
of tine apples, Saturday and disponed of
them in the local market. While Quay
loads the territory for the growing of crops
without irrigation, we are equal to the best
in the production of fruits.

POPVLAR. 5T0R.E NEWS.
Wc have just received a very neal and attrao
live line of Ladies' Coats in full and three
quarter lengths- - exceptionally good values at
A,'
Tc
S5.50, S8.00, $10.00 and S12.00.

W. Cline, real estate agent of Kock
Island Ky. and Kobt. Davidson, Asst.
Engineer and maintainance of way K. I.
Ky., Headquarters at Topeka, were here
on railroad matters.
They were looiung
for gravel for ballast to surface the road.

Ladies' Fascinators - ask to sec them you will
find that they arc just what you will want
this winter and that they arc 20 per cent,
cheaper than you will find them elsewhere.

There was a contortionist blowed into
James Lanigan's saloon last night who
could dislocate his neck and roll his head
around his anatomy in a way that made
the timid turn away. He could also dis
locate any joint in his bod) at his pleas
ure.

Buchanan, cashier of the Tucumcari First National Bank, returned Sunday morning from Washington,
D. C.
where he attended tho Banker's annual
Me reports the east and in
convention.
all tho country ho traveled through in a
very prosprous condition;

I

The

Top Notch Store
FRUITS, CONFECTIONERIES, CIGARS AND
BOOK?, HAOAZINES, DAILY
TOBACCOS.
PAPERS, NOTIONS, ETC.
4

Mff.ragar, Prnp

shipment J specialty.

Ktc.

N. V. GALLEG05,

OlTH

I!

AT Col.'KT

II u Mi.

S. C. CAMPBELL,

CONFECTIONERY,
Tobacco, Cigars,
Soft Drinks, Fruits,
Books,

Magacincs, Notions,

Tucumcari,

-

-

N. M.

illinery
t
f

Our Hats are the Newest
Styles.
See Vs for Fashionable
Millinery.

X

J.

MISS EMMA JAHNS.

A. STREET,
Sole Agent for

DAWSON

COAL.

M. II. Koch, photographer,
is taking a
good assortment of pictures of exhibits of
the vnrious agricultural products of Quay

&s

fien.

M. B. G. Co. received this week an

elegant assortment of embroidery, laces,
ladies' waists, skirts and all kinds of dress
goods. They are always anxious to carry
what their patrons ask for and it will pay
you to look over their line.
If you can't
una wuat you want otsoworo look up
Goldenborg.

(6

I0H

(or

LAND OFFICE.

V. F.

si

I'WNUY (J ROOIOKI

bodies

Orders taken for Monuments,

Ciallcgos,

county commissioner of
Union county, and one of that county's
wealthy ranchmen, and his brother, F.
Ciallcgos, were here Thursday and loaded
out two wagon loads of ranch supplies
from Gross Kelly & Co.

Shirts: When you have once tried on one ol
our "Merit" shirts you will never have nn
other kind, they have a fit and individuality
about them that belongs expressively to the
A,
A,
A.
"Merit shirts.

COMPANY.

Complete Stock of Funeral Goods.
IVepjrinp,

IL.

1C.

I

Funeral Director and Embalmcr.

somewhat overdone there at present.
U. S. Court Com.
Mr. Lay, a sheepman near town, is going to feed his sheep on cotton seed, kallir
Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
corn, etc., this winter.
A little feed
to
tide them over winter should certainly and all land matters al tended to.
No charge for final proof applications.
make rapid development in young sheep

U--

CTDCTT

KOCH,

I

Tripe, Lard, Bologna,

Mexico.

ft

Sec W. M. Troup, the Drayman.
county, grown around Tucuincnri, which
if sent nwny wotdd bo a surprise nB woll ns
a rovolation to nooplo whotoro not vol ac
V. CI. Mooro, of Munowcll, Mo,, was
quainted with iho agricultural possibilities hare several days on n business mission of
of this locality.
omo ion, guest of Dr. J. G. Russell,

5

EL PASO R.OVTE
fexas and Pacific Railway

EAST

WE

RUN

WE

RUN

The Night Express leaves El Paso daily at 6:50 p. m.
Mountain Time, solid vestibuled train through to
New Orleans, Shreveport and St. Louis, without
change. Carries through sleepers Los Angeles to St.
Louis, Shreveport, New Orleans and intermediate
points. Direct connections made for all points North,
East and Southeast. Ask your local agent for schedules, rates and other information, or address

R. W. CURTIS.,
Southwestern asscngcr Agent,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
L. G. LEONARD,

E. P. TURNER,

Passenger Agent,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Gen. Passenger and Ticket

Traveling

Agent,

DALLAS, TEXAS.

TROUBLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

NO

THE TVCUMCARJ NEWS.

16

PAGES.

B3EBiglirrMiM

$1.50

m

THE

YEAR.

Splendidly Equipped

A ('iim.n(I
Toiikim'.
Years ago a prominent, cltl.en of Chicago, who at that time was president
of one of its lending Hubs, in Introducing smother prominent citl.en as u
speaker at a chili banquet dwelt In
highly complimentary terms on the
hitter's efforts to bring about political
reforms. "Gentlemen," he said, "no
one In this city exerts a more powerful
Influence for good than does .Mr. Blank
when lie Is sober." Then In great con
fusion and amid an awed silence he
hastened to explain that Mr. lilank
eyerted, as he had Intended to say, a
powerful Influence when he was In ear

nest.
At the banquet given at the opening
of the present Hoard of Trade building
the elder Carter Harrison made a flam
boyant speech congratulating himself
on having been l orn In the same year
that the steam locomotive was Invent
ed. He was followed by the late Emery Storrs, who said that, most appropriately, Carter Harrison and the loco
motive were born in the same year
since both of them had been blowing
off steam ever since.
It was Emery Storrs who said that a
fellow lawyer reminded him of n beau
tiful house with massive portals and
Impressive cornices, which, when you
opened the front door, landed you Immediately In the back yard.
Gliding

Without Gold.
that all Is not gold
that glitters Is found In the fact that
much of the gold lettering seen on
signs, and also much of the gilding of
picture frames, has no gold whatever
about It. Among laymen the opinion
prevails that all such decoration requires the actual use of gold leaf, but
tho reality is different, and n substitute
that dellcs detection has been widely
used for some time. The exact effect
of gold Is secured by using a leaf of
either Bllvor or aluminium under yellow paint. Tho metal backing gives
tho required luster, and the paint gives
the required color. This method cannot bo used In all cases, because tho
paint Is of peculiar quality and re
quires putting on with nu even thick
ness. For this reason it Is generally
applicable only to flat surfaces. Parts
of a glided picture frame which are
Biolded Into waving surfaces generally
Rqulre genuine golf leaf to cover them.
One more proof

-P-

hiladelphia

Record.

Off

CE

In Connection.
PROMPT ATTENTION
FOR.

Commercial

GIVEN

TO ALL ORDERS

PRINTING.

Stationery

a.

Specialty.

RUSH ORDERS RUSHED

OFFICERS

K.

OF P., TUCUMCAKI,
29.

No.
(

C. Davidson
W. J. Ilittson
Geo. MeCargar

.0.

f

V.

r

Walter Purdcn
K. L. Hunter
!'. C. Mnttison
E. L. Simpson
K. L. I'attorson
E. Langston

M, A.
K. R. & S.
M. W.
P. G.
O. G.
G K.

t

Hon. Jerry Simpson peacefully departed
this fts at Roswoll last Monday. His
good work in the I'ecos Vallov indearetl to
the people of southwest New Mexico who
with the people of Kansas and of the
Union mourn the loss of a countryma.
i

Cood crops have been grown here for
the past three years, and igo. was the
driest season experienced in the memory
in this section of the ter
of the ranchmen
ritory. So farmers are concluding that
they can grow most any farm, garden or
orchard product adapted to tho north
erate zone.

tom- -

Hide &
A. Ziegler, of the Ziegler-Kah- n
Wool Co., of Trinidad, Colo., was here a
day or two in the interest of his company.
Mr. Ziegler was formerly of White Oaks
Lincoln Co., and was a prominent business man of that section of country for
about twenty years. His firm has been
recently organized and incorporated in
Trinidad and he is making his first visit
into the region of New Mexico to solicit
business.

OFFER.

SPECIAL CLUBBING

Republic of St. Louis,
The
newspaper in the
the best
country, and FARM PROGRESS, America's leading agricultural and home monthor to seply, will be sent to any address
arate addresses, when so requested for
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
Twice-a-wee-

k

semi-weekl- y

THE

REPUBLIC

TWICE-A-WEE-

for nearly a century has earned and mainDmucNtlc Dlnlorancy.
tained the confidence of half a million
Grimes I suppose you tell your wifo readers. It covers the news of the world
everything when you get home? Grant thoroughly and accurately,
and issues
Grimes Of
No, not everything.
each containing the
editions,
special
State
course not, but the things she wants
to know. Grant My dear follow, thoso latest and most reliable reports of the partIts
nro tho things I don't toll her. I uso icular locality in which it circulates.
up bo much time telling her the things special departments are edited by experts,
she doesn't care to know that there Is and its artists and contributors are among
no tlmo left for her to question mo the best in tho country. It is published
about tho things she does want to every Tuesday and Thursday eight pages
know. Boston Transcript.
each issue sixteen pages a week.
Get Out of the Rut.
never best: to travel In n rut. It
is wearisome. It Is nerve destroying.
Wise people choose the r.moother rond.
or If that road must bo traveled they
try to fill up the ruts with stones and
gravel. There Is such a thing as getting out of tho rut, and tho world
would bo better and happier If more of

It

Is

us did It.

JOB

Lodges.

Charm of Poverty.
Poverty adds a thousand charms to
love. If there Is more than enough for
all ono never knows the pleasure of
choosing tho nastiest piece of bacon
when thoro are only two on tho dish
and lovo sits opposite. Hubert Henry
Davlcs.
The Shallow Jturranr,
"Ho talks a great deal about his family tree."
"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne. "A
family tree Is much like other trees
tho smallest twigs do most of the
rustling." Washington Star.

FARM PROGRESS, issued on tho first
Thursday of every month, contains sixteen
newspaper
or more full, standard-sizfarm literature,
pages, filled with
and special departments for the home
fashions, boys and girls, fiction, etc., etc.
a guarIt is published by The Republic
e

antee of its excellence and high character.
It will PAY you to take advantage of
this special offer NOW. Use this.

ORDER

BLANK.

The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.:
Inclosed find $i, for which send The
k
Republic and Farm Progress one year lo
Twice-a-wee-

Name
P. O
No

,R. F. D.

State.

Tito Varieties of Unpopular Men.
Thera are two kinds of unpopular
k
Notice If you want only The
men
first, thoso who are nnturally
is 95 cents a year.
price
the
Republic
mean; second, thoso who do right and
stand firm for the right Charlotte (N. The price of Farm Progress alone is 10c
GO Chronicle.
a year.
Twice-a-Wce-

f

Quiet Ending of Two Domestic Spats
Huabandn Worry Loss Than Wivoft she determined to make way with herOver Disturbances Thnt Seem self The determination did not last,
on the conBound to Occur in the Jour-no- y however She concluded,
trary, to see what he would do in case
Through Life.
she should end it ail.

m

fMMSI

" 'Mvn havo dk'il ami the worms
"There was a small pouci nearby.
linvu eaten them,"' uoted the girl
who knows, 'but not Tor love.'
Just, She couldn't have drowned herself In
listen to this. I went to call on It if she had laid down and drunk up
.Martha the other day. She was telling all Uiu water, but she nevertheless
mo how she ami Jack had quarreled. wrote this farewell letter to him:
Had quarreled so bitterly that at last
"Dear John I can endure this life
have thrown myself in
with tears she got up, put on her hat no longer.
and God bless you.
and left him forever.
the pond, dood-bSARAH."
loving
Your
Tht?
"It was daik in the street.
"Site put the letter up on the table,
street lamps appeared to make It
kvhere ho would be sure to find it.
darker.
She walked a !!'
tie way, then half turned. She walked thou wont into the closet and hid hera little further, then turned alto- self.
"It was a small closet. She nearly
gether. Not straight back, but toward
smothered there, but she waited with
the butcher shop.
just enough of a crack In the door
"Mack and
had chops this morning. she soliloquized, M think I will to breathe through.
order steak for tomorrow.'
"At last, after what seemed an In"She did so and went, back home." terminable time, she heard his foot' What was
the husband doing? Had steps. He came in and sat down by
After fumbling around
he gone out and made away with himthe table.
self? No, indeed.
He was Kitting awhile he came upon her note. Sho
quietly at the table where she had heard him tear it up when he had
finished reading It.
left him. reading his newspaper."
"That's nothing," put in the brown-eye"'Drat that woman!' ho said as ho
girl. "1 knew a woman one" who throw it on the floor.
quarreled with her husband, or ho
"Then he picked up a book and rend
with her. I never know which, and i 111 sho came out of, the closet had to
when ho had gone out of the house or smother."

Por Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
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Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fcverish-ncs- s

mulLoss of Sijjep.

Fnc Simile Signature or

Points Out Lesson Taught by Dreams
Thoughts

and Deeds of

Our

Wak-

ing Life Influence (ho Hours
of Slumber- - Make Vision ol
the Night Useful.

Gibson presents an exhaustive analysis of the physical and
basis of dreams, says the
.Medical Record.
He sums up nis
To sum up
views in part as follows:
r
the argument, dream and waking
in degree and form of manifestation only, not in principle and essence.
Like waking consciousness, dream reveals, but. does not create. The same
world that surrounds the waiving individual surrounds the dreaming, only
the viewpoints and media of observation are changed.
As the life experience- of an individual in his waking consciousness
receives its character and value by
and through his power of response to
environment, so in a similar way the
value of a dream depends upon the
power of the ego to respond to consciousness in its various .'onus of
emotions, ideas and feeling. which
constitute the environments of tin
subjective or dream plane. Waking
or dreaming, the individual
or be
A.

IS.

psy-ehic-

rtif-ie-

Railroad

Hog

given moment of his existence.
The
background
ordinary
for
dreams consists of undigested rem-- )
nants of waging life. Hence, ordl- nary dreams are merely undigested
life, being made up by longings, tie
sires, anticipations, idle hopes and
miscarried relations, which, occupying the mind during the day, are overtaken by sleep before having reuehed
their fruition. Hence the mixture, In
most dreams, of the sane and the Insane, of truth and doir.w'.on.
On the other hand, the life lived out
and assimilated in a purposeful existence becomes absorbed In the formation of character and leaves no
residue to form the bizarre staging
for the confused dream. And to such
an individual the intuitions of dream
life, with their dazzling imagery, will
introduce symbols which, properly Interpreted, may carry the significance
of prevision or prophecy. Therefore,
to turn dreams into useful Intelligent
and intelligible factors, we must fill
our waking life with deeds and
thoughts of universal usefulness, and
freight,
lie train of events with an
unflinching devotion to duty and vir-

EXACT COPY OF WRABfiER.

ASTORIA
TNI OINTAUR eoM'ANT. NtW TOM! CITY.

Compare
Pillsbury's Vito.i with other cereala and
you will instantly recognize

PILLSBURY PURITY"
in the rich, white color ol

rsju

.mr

which is nctunlly the "Ment ol the Wheat.
It is the whito heart ol the wheat
kernel, sterilized. Nothing added;
nothing taken nway.

tue.

Checkmated at Own Game I

Try this Common Sense Breakfast Food and you will never change
It Is
HKAUTHFUL-SUBSTANTIAL-ECONOMI-

Conductor Evidently Had Met the

ccs

'

For Over

Thirty Years

t

hims-.elf-

Use

NEW YORK.

comes, what he chooses to be at any

The Marylander was a perfect
of the railroad hoe. He said
Species Before and Welcomed
blustering tone:
Opportunity to Mete Out Pun- in - a'What
is the matter with yon?
ishment for Discourtesy.
Those bundles don't belong to me.
Paul Morton at a convention of rail- They belong to a man In the smoker.'
"'All right,' said the conductor. 'I'll
road men said of the railroad ho?:
pile thern up here, then, till he comes.'
could
"I wlnh that all these men
"And he put the bundles in the rack
be treated as a certain .N' trylandor overhead and gave the vacant sent
once was.
to a lady.
"The Marylander buurdel a train
'The Marylander laughed because
with two arm loads of bundles. He he had nor had to move his bundles
,
sat down and piled hl& bundles beside
bur when he came to get off
him. Then he opened a paper and be- he did not laugh so heartily. As he
gan to read In great comfort.
was gathering his preolous pllo to"The car by degrees grow crowded. gether the conductor hurried to him
At last the only vacant ear wag the and .,airt sternly:
bundle-filleone bebtde the Maryland"'Don't tGuch thote packages, sir.
er Though several passengerr hes- Thoy belong to a gentleman in the
itate beside thtr seat looking at the trnokiun car '
Marylander wi&tfulb. he made no
"'Ah. what.--, the mattei with you?
sign. He would rather let the people snarled the other. 'They belong to
stand than remove his goods.
me.'
" 'You said they didn't,' answered
"Finally someone summoned the
conductor. He hurried in and said: the conductor, 'and I am going to tato
'Tako derail those bundles, please, at you at your word. The only way you
once Don't you seej.cir, that thero can ?st, thfiin l to come and Identify
h$m at oui' mala

0 ASTORIA

A

PACKAGE
PRICE 15 CENTS,

MAKES 12 POUNDS COOKED -- Sec the Economy
MOUNTAIN TERRITORY,
y
Ask Your Crocer

ROCKY

20 CENTS.

PILLSBUtW WASHBURN FLOUR. MILL CO., Ltd.. Minneapolis. Mlnfl.

PRICE,
f0

25 Cts.
ANTI-GRIPI- NE

CURF THF GRIP

V'!N ONE

DAY

IS GUARANTEED TO CURE

WRIPINF
HAS HO EQUAL

GRIP, BAD GOLD, HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA.
1 ron't tell Antl.OrJpIno
to ft tipsier Mho won't Gunrnntee
Jt. hi) (or yoiirMOXKY IA K IP IT UOX'T i'.VHR.
Mo,
Jit.
D.,llanutaolircT,pvlvuflclrt,
lilcmvr,
F. If.

FOf Ijfoy r.

IkSiPH BINDER
Your Jobter. or direct !rua factor?, Pecrii.

W.

:. U

DENVER.
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Winter Eggs Profitable.
Winter okrs are far more profitable
than eggs produced in tho spring or
summer. This is duf to several rea
eons. One is that thero are fewer
eggs produced in tho winter, and they
are higher on thai, account. Another
factor is that eggs aro more uniform
ly good in tho winter, and thero is a
larger demand for them, especially in
hotels, restaurants and railroad trains
People that travel more
generally
call for eggs in the winter than in tho
summer. The cost of producing tho
winter egg is not. much greater than
the cost of producing the summer
egg, because in the winter tho hens
have to be kept and fed whether they
aro laying or not ; and this winter
cost of keeping has to be charged
against the production of the summer
egg if tho hen produces eggs only in
Every farmer should
tho summer.
.therefore try to secure most of his
eggs in the winter season. Mary Pickering, Elkhart Co., Jnd., in Farmers'
Review.
Time to Buy Young Stock.
October and November are the best
to
hu
'months
in
which
purespecially
for
tho
istock,
chase of birds that aro to be d
At this timo of year
,in exhibitions.
most of the spring birds are becoming mature, and they have not lost
their plumage through laying nor the
beauty of their plumage through
moulting. With a littlo judicious feeding these birds may bo made successful exhibition birds, but another year
they would bo sadly out of form and
feather.
Exhibition Coops.
Many of our readers at this time of
coops
making
for
aro
year
oil
fowls.
Tho
exhibition
itho
usual size now in favor is 2S
inches long, 18 inches wide, and 110
inches high. The length extends from
;the front of the coop to tho hack,
rather than from side to side. This
makes It possiblo tu place a larger
number of fowls in the same row. and
makes It easier to keep drafts off the
birds.
Piirafining the Fowlo.
show
recent
visited by
in
he
some
noticed
writer.
th6
legs
were highly
birds whoso
polished. As there was no indication
of any coloring matter or the
of any glazing material, ho inquired of the show wian as to tho material used His answer was that they
bad been rubbed f'itU alcohol la
had bco" "dittOl-'SappH-catio-

nf

V

'n

Cause of Failure in poultry RaiGing.
The man that generally fails in
poultry raising is the novice, who begins tho raising of poultry on account
of tho glowing accounts lie has soon
of tho case with which it is done,
and tho enormous profits to he made.
s
Millions of men have figured
rich on chickens. II. merely
requires a knowledge ot tho science
of numbers. If a hen lays a hundred
eggs a year and fifty of the chickens
are pullets, and they in turn lay a
hundred eggs a year, it takes but a
little while to figure out. enormous
returns from a small investment. Tho
unfortunate thing about tho problem
la that things do not work out in
practice as they do on paper. With
the beginner in poultry raising Ignor-ancIs tl.d first obstacle, but with
many It proves to be so large an obstacle that the attempt to raise poultry is not continued. To successfully
raise poultry requires a largo amount
of knowledge, which must be acquired
partly by experience. Julia Smith,
Cook Co.,

f
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ouch side frame framed into "c"
.1 feet up and
into "a" about 3
forward. Tho windlass "w"
feet
made by rounding oft the edges of an
Rvs or 10x10 Inch timber la placed
s
of the way from tho rear
to iho front. Run n square iron rod
through the center of the piece and

.m

about

s

d

n

The Kciffer Pcnr.
The Koiffer pear is the most prominent pear being grown east of the
Rocky Mountains.
While It is not
so highly recommended as the Bart- lett, yet it is
more widely
grown than oven that famous pear.
The Kelffer occupies the place among
pears that the Ren Davis docs among
apples. Like tho Ben Davis,
its
quality is fair to poor, yet the tree
is such a heavy bearer and can bo so
depended upon to produce a crop,
that we find orchardists planting it
more extensively than any of the other
pears. It may ho that its poor quality comes largely from our ignorance
of how it should he handled. An
tells the writer that the Koiffer Is a very good pear if allowed to
hang on the tree until fully matured
and then laid away in a dark place
to mellow. In such a place It should
be kept for six weeks, and when taken
otit will have a good Ihwor and a
proper texture for eating. Ho says
that usually they aro picked while
immature, although apparently
of
good size, and that that, accounts for
tho very pronounceablo lack of flavor
in this pear. I atn not at. all sure
that, his opinion is correct. Inf. certainly now ana then wo do find some
Kelffer pears that are very good for
eating raw. Tha principal growers of
Keifforo say that they do not consider
it as a dessert, pear, but as a cooking
poar: but for a cooking pear we need
as high a flavor as for any other
purpose.
IS there is any flavor
in
tho Keiffer poar that ordinary treatment does not bring out, it should be
secured through a bettor treatment.
When large orchards
of Keiffer
pears are planted, they should in no
case be planted by themselves. Some
other pear that blooms at tho same
time should be planted with them.
The Garbcr is regarded as the best
for this purpose. Tho Keiffer pear,
more than any other of which we
know, requires to lie
When left to tho pollenization with its
own pollen, it is a very uncertain
bearer, and more than one groat orchard has been cut down because tho
owner did not know what to do to
insure fruitfulness. Where an orchard of Keiffer pears has been
brought, to bearing age, and no trees
for cross pollenizlng it have been
planted, years of time will be saved
by grafting tho branches with the
varieties that, should have been used
for polk-niza-t
ion. Farmers' Review.
cross-pollenizo-
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Poet Driver.

Fcnco building, where the posts are
driven by a hand maul, is a pretty
strenuous proposition for the follow
who drives tho posts. Have you stood
on tho wagon, or a box and putting all
your strength into the stroke of the
maul missed tho end of the post and
immediately found yourself top end
down with your feet playing spectacu
lar gyrations in the air and your legs
doing double time In trying to disentangle themselves from the post along
side of which you aro planted with
head and shoulders jammed tight to
the base? I have. It's very funny
for the other fellow. Tho maul is all
right where there are only a few posts
to drive or somo to "settle" after the
winter's freezing and the spring thawing, but whero thoro Is fence to build
some more handy and practical device is desirable. If you aro going to
build any fence this year, or any other, it will pay you to have such an
arrangement r.s is 'shown in tho illustration for driving the posts.
Nearly every farmer in the west has
more or less fence to build every year
and in most sections tho posts for
such fences uro driven Instead of being sot. into dug hole3. Whero the
nature of the soil will permit It this
is tho quickest and cheapest way, and,
whero a driver is used, the easiest
way, as well. Tho cut shows a roar
end view of a home made post driver
that acts on tho same principle as a
pile driver, that is easily and cheaply
constructed and that will drive the
post quickly with a minimum expenditure of energy on tho part of the
operator. Tho whole outfit is made
to set on the running gears of a farm
wagon having the ordinary height of
wheel. Tho frame with tho driving
nyiul is intended to extend two feet
or more beyond tho rear axle. The
bed pieces "s" should he made of
sound timber GxS inches, and 8x10
inches is none too heavy to make a
rigid frame that will not give a troublesome vibration from the Jar of
tho maul. These side frame pieces
"s" are framed together at tho forward end and at about 2 feet from the
roar end by pieces of samo dimensions
long enough to have tho upright guide
pieces "g" set two feet apart when
placed flush with "a" at bottom. The
uprights "g" arc framed into the bod

T

The small apples in the orchard can
better utilized for vinegar making
than anything else. These apples aro
of practically no value for any other
purpose. The expense of picking
them up of? the ground is about the
Yet
only expense to bo considered.
Nature stands ready with her different kinds of bacteria to change the
cider made into a product that is always in demand
About
the only thing needed in the way of
machinery is a cider mill that for
an orchard of say 100 trees should
not cost more than $15. The making
of vinegai is not a great task, and
the science requires attention to only
u few general principles.
bo

cider-vinega-

r.

The package counts for so much in
the selling of fruit that on some markets there has grown up tho adage,

piece?

Fattening Birds,
The American farmer generally
to
of
think
like
not
does
confined
at
birds
heirs
his
of the season
hsn
ar.y tirse
thoy could be out of doors. Yet if
birds arcs to be fattened for any purpose that end can be obtained far bettor by confining th&n: this, by all:-"-i.
thsDi tc run.

should bo of 1x4 or 4x6 inch stufV.
They may he 12 or II feet high. With
a well weighted maul 12 feet is ample
Care should be taken In selecting the
material for these upright pieces
'vhlch are to act as the guide for the
slides for the heavy maul and they
should be of straight grained stuff
that will not warp. From the top of
these pieces ar6 run other pieces 4xi,
to the" front of the frania to act
otisr short bracss ars placsd

"the package sella the fruit."
Confining

at the extreme rear

In

its bearings

on either side. The handle "f" may
be an extension of the same rod,
rounded at tho handle.

eun aud

A

cross bar shown at "c"

is

nailed

on or framed Into the two side Umbers that run from the top of "g" to
the bed frame to near tho front end.
On this cross piece "c" Is bolted the
trip block, Indicated at. "t b." This
extends far enough toward the centor
of tho upright frame "g," "g," to touch
the end of the trip hook, which is lo
cated at the point shown by "t h."
Thus, when the maul is elevated until
the trip hook Is released from tho ring
In the maul the driving maul falls urn
I

"

f

I

I

c

S

I

'
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I
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impeded by the weight of tho rope on
the end of tho post being driven. In
the small cut the pattern of the trip
bar is shown "o," and the manner of
connecting the maul to the rope attached to the guide bar by tho ring
bolt shown at "k." On reaching the
top the trip block "t b" touches tho
end of the bar "o," throwing it downward and withdrawing the lower uoint
from tho ring bolt "r" Set into the
end of the driving maul as shown in
tho outline. This outline "m," of the
driving maul also shown at "n" the
groove that Is cut from each side to
fit over the uprights "g." This maul
may be made of well seasoned oak,
apple, walnut, hickory, or other heavy
If extra weight is required
woods.
heavy plates of iron may be attached
to the driving block. The cross bar
marked "Guide" Is necessary to keep
tho trip bar "o" always in position to
strike the trip block "t b." Where a
new line ot fencing is being put up
the wagon is driven astride the line.
Tho post "P" la placed In position and
the maul allowed to descend, repeating until driven to proper depth. If
desired a handle may be placed on
either Bide of the windlass, so that
two men may work on the maul instead of oue, greatly facilitating the
operation. R. M. Winaus in Farmers'
Review.
Rice Paper.
nf our veadert- hae seen
paper.
is
"hicb
quite
rice
largely imported from China. This Ik
made from a plant botanically known
Mos--

as "fatsia papyrifera." The part used
is the pulp, which is split open and
pressed flat, after which it is dried.
!t is used for painting on and also for
pen work. An attempt is to be made
to grow it in this country, and it has
been imported lata Florida. The plant
belongs to tlis iinae faaily as gin- -

Tin HiwrnNtli' Cnbninn.
'I'lii' whip Hick In;; hero of thin story
had driven nn Irascible old follow a
pood three mik' Journey. When tho

The M B. Goidenbero Co,

fare climbed stillly out and slowly

SALOON

pro-

duced a bit; pocket book cabby drew a
deep breath and prepared to bo sarcaH-tic- .

(INCORPORATED.)

EXCHANGE

STOCK

watchful constable standing
near prevented all thought of his relieving his feelings by the use of picturesque terms.
Cabby wutched his faro make a
lengthy mental calculation of tho distance ho had been driven, select tho
exact legal faro, count It twice over
and then proffer It to him, with an expression on his face plainly ludlcatlvo
of "Now, then, you dare dispute It and
I'll take your number."
But cabby didn't dispute It. Instead
he promptly accepted It; but, slipping
his hand Into another pocket, he produced a farthing, which he handed to
the fare.
"What's this for?" demanded tho old
A

Carry

Dry
vKfchflfeHcb UntlorcO Clothes

Line

Complete

a

ol

Notions,

Goods,

Gents' Furnishings,

dfy

Shoes, Robbers, Boots,
Clothing, Hats. Caps,
Harness,

Saddlery,

Hardware,

Quecnsware, Glassware, Carpets,
Linoleums,

STAI'l.K

c;

ANH

i:XCV

KO CIO K 11CS,

STUPf.
The largest and best assortment of any firm in this section
of the Territory. We refund you
your money, if our jjoods do
not prove satisfactory, and it
will therefore be to your interest to sec us before purchasing
FLOUR

AND

va

of this paper.
trading a.t re "Big Store with the Little IVices."

M. B.

Fine

Goldenberg Co.

"One fardon, eurrint coin of tho
sir," said cabby, gathering up his
reins. "I druv yor Jest the exact distance represented by arf of that there
shekel under thn three mile you reckoned. I ain't got no arf fardon about
mo, but It don't matter. You can keep
tho change. I ain't mean. Goodby, sir,
and God bless you. Geeup, 'orsel"
London Standard.

-
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Cigars.

Tucumcari.

A

Dreaded Quilt.

Queen Victoria was an export and

IS

FINE WINES,
LIQVOR.S

In-

defatigable knitter. During tho Egyptian campaign sho and the ladles of the
household employed themselves In
knitting quilts, which at tho end of
tho war were sent to Nctley hospital
for the use of tho wounded. One of
those, made entirely by her majesty
and bearing an elaborato V. R. In the
center, was tho coverlet par excellence
of tho Institution and In universal de
mand for a time. In assessing tho
claims of the candidates for tho honor
of sleeping upon it tho medkial staff
naturally gavo tho precedence to tho
most severely wounded, and as the
most severely wounded was tho ono
most likely to die very soon, alas, an
ovll omen attached Itself to tho distinc
tion, the climax of which was reach
ed ono night when a poor soldier, fool
ing something touching his bedclothes,
woke up with perspiration pouring
down his face and cried out, "Oh, sir,
do anything you llko with me, but for
God's sake don't give mo tho quilt!"
The MenhaiilHin of the Salmon.
A salmon Is marvclously adapted to
the conditions amid which It lives. It
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W. B. JARRELL,

Wines, Liquors

Main St.,

Hot-tk- d

Bond.

in

rol-lu-

school bag.
We duly appreciate the generous patronage accorded us
by the people, and it shall ever
be our aim to give the most
goods a.nd the best goods for
the least money.
Watch for an important announcement in the next issue

The

All Kinds of Wliislck--

fellow.

FEED

elsewhere.
This week wc will present absolutely gratis a. useful household article to any lady calling
at our store. We will also give
to all school children up to 10
years of ac, a. heavy duck

Do your

S. A. MOORE.

Manager

can cleave through tons of water fall
ing perpendicularly, yet Its fins and
its tall, which seem to hold tho
power, are not less fragllo than
tho wings of a bat. It can bo killed
without Injury to Its contour, and a
plaster cast of It can bo made, j'et no
mechanism can devise an Instrument
which will He In the water and move
as It does, and no theory of dynamics
has explained either Its postures in
tho water or Its motion. Slmplo In
Its organization as It seems, Its movements are as Inimitable by any human
contrivance as tho flight of a bird has
proved to be.
g

and

CIGARS.

II. M. SMITH & CO.,
TUCUMCAKI,

R

:

N. M.

J

UI3IJKK STAMPS and seals, man
fact a red by Ellis liros., lil Paso.
Leave orders at this office.

BOYS

We want to scad you free of all
cost, 10 copies of our journal which
you can sell for 50c. You retain
the entire amount to pay for your
future supplies which we will furnish to you at n special rate in order to encourage you to build up a
permanent monthly route.
Address a postal card to Dept. A,
and wo will send the papers by return of mail. This pays you 50c
and will only cost you ic, so attend
to it at once, as we can only supply
them to a limited number in each
In fact, to only one if it is
district.
in the country.

Towix a.rvd Country Journal
SAN JOSE, CAL.
Dept. A..

Patronage Solicited

Your
Main Street

Phone ii

B The Cash Store,

3

The Place io Buy your

ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE

g Staple
CC

Dining HaJl and LuncK Counter.
Oysters i"d Fish in season.
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Fancy Groceries.

3

We take your orders and
make prompt delivery.. . .
OVR. PIUCES

ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.
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